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By Abby Johnson

Just before 5 pm on Tuesday,
January 12, a massive earthquake
hit the impoverished country of
Haiti, reaching 7.0 on the Richter
scale.  After the initial earthquake,
the country suffered twelve more
aftershocks, reaching a magnitude
of over 5.0. The combined forces
knocked down countless
buildings, took out power lines,
destroyed cities and towns and
killed hundreds of thousands of
Haitians. Those who did survive
the quake lost their homes and
their income. Many families have
spent the weeks following the
quake searching for lost relatives
and friends, separated in the
aftermath. Haiti, a small country
occupying the western half of the
island Hispaniola next to the
Dominican Republic in the
Caribbean Sea, is the poorest
country in the Americas. With
their depressed economy and
oppressive government, Haitians
have struggled to rebuild their
lives after this enormous natural
disaster. Countries including the
United States, India, Ireland,
England, Spain, Australia,

Northwest Catholic Alumnus Leads Relief Efforts in Haiti After Earthquake
Canada and China have all sent
over millions of dollars and
resources such as food, water,
volunteers and equipment to help
those in need. People all across
the world have reached out a
helping hand in order to help
Haiti’s current situation. One man
in particular has been living in
Haiti and aiding its people’s
medical and spiritual needs for
over 20 years. This man is Father
Rick Frechette, a certified and
highly regarded physician and
priest. Father Frechette graduated
from Northwest Catholic High
School in 1971.  After graduation,
Father Frechette continued his
education at Assumption College
in Worcester, Massachusetts and
was soon ordained a priest. He
became a parish priest at a
Catholic church in Baltimore,
Maryland for a few years until he
met Father William B. Wasson,
who inspired Father Frechette to
become a part of his work with
impoverished children. Father
William B. Wasson is the founder
of  Nuestros Pequeños Hermanos,
a Spanish orphanage and
pediatrics unit for children living
in extreme poverty. Driven by his

faith and desire to help people,
Father Frechette decided to go
back to school and become a
licensed general practitioner. In
1998, he graduated from New

York College of Osteopathic
Medicine and headed back to
Haiti to better help the children
who needed him. One of the
responsibilities Father Frechette
takes on is burying the dead. Out
of the goodness in his heart,
Father Frechette performs a
proper blessing and burial, even
for children who have no family
left in the world. He wrote an

inspiring book about his work in
Haiti, entitled Haiti: The God of
Tough Places and Burnt Men, of
which all profits were donated to
the Nuestros Pequeños
Hermanos. Principal of
Northwest Catholic, Mrs.
Williamson describes Father
Frechette as “a passionate priest;
holy, peaceful, and serene.” She
reflects on time spent with him as
“an honor and the fact that he
has devoted his life to this work
shows how great of a role model
he is for faith and for life.” When
Father Frechette first heard about
the devastating earthquake that
shook Haiti, he was present at his
dying mother’s bedside. Torn
between the need to return to
Haiti in order to help the people
there and the love for his sickly
mother, Father Frechette was
conflicted. In the end, it was his
own mother who convinced him
to leave her to continue with his
good works. Further, Father
Frechette found his alma matter
of thirty nine years ago,
Northwest Catholic High School,
ready to offer their support.
Northwest’s Administration and
students organized many

different fundraisers. The Black
History club had a bake sale
scheduled prior to the earthquake
and after the news of the quake’s
catastrophic effects, gave the
proceeds made through their
sales to support Father
Frechette’s work, totaling over
two hundred dollars. Teachers
including Mrs. Gillespie and Mrs.
Oates organized the sale of
ribbon pins, sporting the Haitian
colors to be worn proudly, selling
for a dollar each. “Mirabello
Magic” shirts, celebrating Coach
Mirabello’s four hundredth
varsity boys basketball win, were
sold for five dollars each.
Through these fundraisers,
hundreds of dollars were made
and sent to Father Frechette to
help those affected by the
earthquakes in Haiti. It will be
years before Haiti is
reconstructed to where it was
before the quake on January 12
but two things are certain.
Northwest will always be a
community that seeks to help out
those living in great despair and
Father Frechette will not cease to
spread his care, love and faith to
any child he meets.

NWC Blood Drive Saves Lives
By Logan Lawson

In the year 1926, the United
States declared a “Negro History
Week” in February, wishing to
honor contributions made by
African Americans in the US.
Many people in the beginning of
the twentieth century were not
aware of  the impact that African
Americans had made on
American history, and many
African American scholars were
determined to change this. The
scholars decided to institute the
“Negro History Week.” They
chose the second week in
February to have this honorable
title because it encompasses the
birthdays of Frederick Douglas
and Abraham Lincoln. Douglas
and Lincoln were, and still are,
considered great advocates of the
African Americans. The “Negro
History Week” evolved into the
Black History Month in 1976; it
still carries this title today.
Throughout February, Black
History Month, the club gives
facts about African American
accomplishments, over the
intercom. The club gives the
members and students of
Northwest Catholic an
opportunity to learn about and
appreciate the history of the
African Americans in the United
States. The club also always takes
pleasure in putting forth effort to
lend a helping hand. When an
earthquake devastated Haiti this
year, the club donated all of  the
money earned from a bake sale
that they were going to use for
their own purpose, to the country
of Haiti that truly needed it. The
Black History Club at Northwest
Catholic honored Black History
Month with an exhilarating
performance on Thursday,

By Mara Case

On March 4, 2010, students and
faculty members of Northwest
Catholic lined up during their free
periods to donate to the Blood
Drive. Sponsored by the
American Red Cross and
the Student Council, the
Blood Drive was located
in the Stosuy Gym where
many competent nurses
and Northwest Catholic
volunteers helped to
make the noble act of
giving blood as painless
and enjoyable as possible.
In order to participate in
the generous cause, one
must fit the age and weight
requirement of seventeen years
old and 110 pounds and must be
in generally good health. Many
students who were not able to
give blood still participated in the
drive by supporting their fellow
students and faculty members in
times of need with
encouragement. The number of
blood transfusions needed is
staggering. According to the
American Red Cross, each year
4.9 million people receive blood
transfusions to save their lives
and the number keeps growing.
Northwest Catholic hoped to aid
those in need by setting a goal of
drawing 46 pints of  usable blood.
The Northwest Catholic
community stepped up to the
challenge successfully and
surpassed the goal by eight pints,
coming to a total of  54 pints. This
donation will save countless
precious lives and help those who
have been affected by car
accidents, disease, and other
trauma incidents. When asked
about his view on the Blood
Drive, Student Council

Black History Club Educates NWC Students
February 25, 2010. Giving a
performance has been an annual
tradition for the club. The day of
this year’s presentation started
very rainy and dreary, but when
the Black History performance

began, the day seemed to be
brightened. The core of the Black
History performance this year
incorporated the life of an
African American person today,
and at the same time
commemorated a renowned
pioneer African American singer
Marian Anderson. Poetry, soulful
singing, and African dancing also
accompanied the plot. The
presentation gave the audience a
nice dose of comedy and drama.
The members of the Northwest
Catholic community that were
spectators were left breathless,
captivated, and inspired. The
performance also educated the
audience about how widespread
segregation of the African
Americans was at one point in
American history, and how far it
has come in the present day.
Segregation is diminished due to
the hard work from every race.
The presentation gave the

students and faculty watching
hope; no matter what stand in
someone’s way, if  they are willing
to work hard, they will
accomplish what they truly desire.
With strength, perseverance, and
the efforts of many Black History
clubs like the one at Northwest
Catholic, one-day racism will be
eradicated completely. Black
history is not just about the past
but the present and the future as
well.  This year’s senior leaders,
Shakina Lane, Kerri Alexander,
Kaydria Pownall, and Sequoya
Patterson did an outstanding job
in conveying various important
messages to the student body.
The leaders were able to
collaborate this year to put
together an amazing performance.
The young ladies, and many other
members, spent a great deal of
time working on the presentation,
putting in countless numbers of
hours, but all of  their efforts paid
off  the day of the performance.
The mission statement of the
Black History Club is to
“celebrate ethnicity, honor history
of  struggle, act for change, rise for
a higher humanity, gain
empowerment, and educate our
fellow students as well as
ourselves by bringing
together history and the
performing arts.
The club is very inclusive; any
member of the student body at
Northwest Catholic is gladly
welcomed into the hospitable
group. At the end of  the
presentation, Shakina Lane
declared, “The only thing that
should be separated by color is
laundry.” This message is true,
and the Black History club strives
to help the members of
communities around them learn
to love and respect the message.

moderator, Mr. Woodford,
replied, “It was amazing to see the
turn out at the Blood Drive
especially with all the student
athletes who cannot give blood!”
Along with Mr. Woodford,

student council members Patrick
Kearney ’10 and Patrick Graham
’11, assisted with the blood drive
by giving out homemade food
items to those who donated in
order to bring their blood sugar
and spirits up. When asked why
many students donated blood,
Patrick Graham answered,
“Many donated due to family
reasons like car accidents and
cancer while others donated
because they had a huge heart
and wanted to help those in need.
It is compassionate individuals
like that who helped to make the
blood drive such a success!”
When asked about how to
combat the fear of donating
blood, Patrick Kearney
responded, “Whenever you
ignore the opportunity to give
blood due to fear, just remember
that the pain will only last a few
seconds but the amount of lives
you save will live on forever.” The
American Red Cross is constantly
holding blood drives across the
state so once you meet the
guidelines you should consider
donating blood to save lives.
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Seniors Chris Knight, Patrick Kearney, Emily
Peters, Maddie Livingston, and Meghan

McGuire wait to give blood.

Junior Britney Grant sings at
Black History Performance.
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Father Frechette ‘71 helping
children in Haiti.
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Dear Delilah
Dear Delilah,
I have a friend who is very
smart and gets really good
grades. However, they can also
be very competitive when it
comes to academics. Every
time I get a graded assignment
back from a teacher, they
pressure me into telling them
my grade. This only adds to an
unspoken and uncomfortable
competition between us. How
do I tell them no without
hurting our friendship?
Sincerely, Quiet About Quizzes

Dear Quiet About Quizzes
Having an academically
competitive friend can be
challenging at times.
However, your grades and
achievements in the
classroom are not their
business. Many times, they
just want to compare where
they are in relation to the
class and their friends. The
next time they ask you,
“What did you get?” you can
respond a few different ways.
One way to deal with the
situation is by
acknowledging their question
and giving them a little bit of
information without
revealing your grades, by
saying, “I did well,” or, “My
studying paid off.” Don’t be
afraid to be honest and say,
“I really would like to keep
my grades to myself. But hey!
Let’s study together for the
next quiz so we both can help
each other! Study buddies!”
This turns the conversation
around. If they are really
your friend, they will
understand.
Sincerely, Delilah

Dear Delilah,
I have a group of close friends
and we love to do things
together outside of school. I
recently found out that they
are all planning on getting
together and did not include me
in the invitation, even though
they usually do. I do not know
if they just forgot or really do
not want me there. Should I
confront them?
Sincerely, Puzzled With Plans

Dear Puzzled With Plans,
Keep your cool, do not make
assumptions or act out on
your hurt feelings; someone
always gets offended that
way. Next time you see them
together say, “Hey guys! I
heard you are going bowling!
What a fun idea! Who do
you think is going to get the
first strike?” If you inquire
politely and respect their
initial plans without
sounding overbearing,
chances are they will respond
to your friendly attitude and
include you too. If  they do
not offer you an invitation,
do not fret or try to guilt
them into letting you come.
Offer them a chance to do
something fun where you are
the host by saying “Neat,
you guys will have a great
time; I can’t wait to see the
pictures! You know, I heard
about a new movie coming to
theaters next week…we
should go! The popcorn’s on
me!”
Sincerely, Delilah

The term “Broadway Baby”
describes the current population
of  Broadway quite nicely. For
instance, look at Trent Kowalik.
In the past two years, Trent has
played the title role in Billy Elliot
The Musical in the West End and
in the original Broadway
production. He has performed
live at Broadway on Broadway,
The View, and the Today Show. He
performed a solo dance number
at the 2009 Tony Awards, where
he and his two co-stars, with
whom he shares the role of Billy,
won Best Leading Actor in a
Musical. He beat out Broadway
veterans such as Gavin Creel, J.
Robert Spencer, and Brian
D’Arcy James in his Broadway
debut. Oh, and by the way, he is
just fourteen years old. Sounds
like a lot for a kid, right?
However, this is the norm for a
child on Broadway. Most
perform eight times a week, while
some, like Trent, only perform
three or four times a week
because of  their demanding roles.
The question is, as wonderful an
opportunity it is to be performing
on Broadway, is it really necessary
at such a young age? Auditioning
for a professional show as a child
requires an immense amount of
maturity. The child is entering a
professional atmosphere in which
they are expected to do things at a
level far beyond anyone else their
age. The pressure of getting the
part and doing well are often
things someone so young is not
equipped to deal with. The
rejection that most young actors
endure is yet another aspect of
the entertainment industry that is
often overlooked, mostly by
parents. They believe that their
child is better for the part than
anyone else. However, what most
of these hopeful parents do not
realize is that the odds of their
child being picked out of the
thousands of actors also being
seen for the role, are extremely
slim. More often than not,
parents inadvertently lead their
child to believe that they will most

definitely be getting the part,
which makes dealing with
rejection all the more difficult. If
a child is lucky enough to land a
role, they have a mound of
responsibilities to keep track of.
Other than memorizing lines,
perfecting choreography, and
learning challenging songs, child
actors must be able to adjust to
the many changes to the show
that are often made during the
previews, the forty or so
performances prior to opening
night in which directors and
producers can write new dialogue,
add entire musical numbers, and
even cut actors from their show.
During the first ever production
of Annie at the Goodspeed Opera
House in Connecticut, Kristen
Vigard, playing the title role, was
cut from the show after one week
of performances and replaced by
Andrea McArdle because she
simply did not fit the role of
Annie. However, being told that
one is no longer good enough
after all of  one’s hard work is
heartbreaking to a child. You do
not have to be on Broadway to
know that such a job is
demanding. Broadway is
considered the best of the best,
and anything less than perfect is
simply not accepted. To even be in
the ensemble in a Broadway
show, an actor has to show ability
above the thousands of  other
actors struggling for the same
part. Once that part is earned, it is
non-stop rehearsing until the
show opens, and sometimes even
during the run of the show. And
the work is not made any easier
simply because you are a child.
Some children who are not cast in
principle roles are also cast as
understudies. These actors now
have the responsibility of  learning
their own part, plus the bigger,
more demanding role of a fellow
actor. Bethany Tesarck, a
fourteen year old Broadway
actress, recently performed as the
only swing in Broadway’s revival
of  Bye Bye Birdie. While she only
performed when another actor

was sick or unable to do the
show, Bethany was solely
responsible for learning the roles
of  six other ensemble actresses,
and had to be ready to perform
in any of these at any given
moment. Then there comes the
time where a child must leave the
show. Most children leave after
their contract has expired, or
when their parents have decided
to move on. However, many
children are cut from a
production as they grow out of
their roles. For instance, a young
male playing an eight year old
Michael Banks can no longer play
the role if his voice deepens or if
he grows taller than the actress
playing Jane. He is no longer
believable as an eight year old
male. Many children are not
recast in the holiday season
shows year after year simply
because they have grown too tall
for the role. Such reasoning is
logical; it makes sense that Cindy
Lou Who in The Grinch Who
Stole Christmas cannot be over
five feet tall. An actor cannot take
this personally.  However, this is
impossible to explain to a child,
who can only understand that
this as an insult to their abilities.
The pressure of being on
Broadway may not necessarily be
the best thing for a child. Such a
rigorous schedule is bound to
cause mental and physical
exhaustion, and the pressures of
having to perform at such a high
rate of perfection night after
night takes a toll on the child’s
emotional health. The issue of
hiring child actors for the
Broadway stage is debatable.
Many musicals and plays,
including Billy Elliot, Mary
Poppins, and The Secret Garden
cannot be performed without a
child actor. However, the
pressures, stress, and emotional
and physical effects that
Broadway has on a child can be
cruel, and should be carefully
considered by his or her parents
before they sign their child up to
be the next Patti Lupone.
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April is a good time of year for
reflection. It is a month of
anticipation when we stand
poised in the doorway of spring
with one foot still mired in winter
and our bare toes seeking the
warmth of spring. It is the change
of seasons which urges us to
reflection. And so, after class the
other day when we had been
considering various sections of
Emerson’s essay, Self-Reliance, I
was struck by the relevance of
what Emerson says,
“What I must do, is all that
concerns me, not what the people
think. This role equally arduous in
actual and in intellectual life, may
serve for the whole distinction
between greatness and meanness. It
is harder, because you will always
find those who think they know
what is your duty better than you
know it. It is easy in the world to
live after the world’s opinion; it is
easy in solitude to live after our
own; but the great man is he who in
the midst of the crowd keeps with
perfect sweetness the independence
of solitude.”
What is Emerson saying to us? In
the first sentence, Emerson
suggests that what we are doing,
our own business and our own
thoughts, is what should concern

us, not what others think. In this
topic sentence of the paragraph,
Emerson urges us to be ourselves.
Emerson then says that this task
is “equally arduous” or difficult
whether we are engaged in an
activity or in what we are
thinking. In the second half of
that sentence, Emerson suggests
that we should do what we feel
regardless of what others say or
think.  This is the difference
between “greatness and
meanness,” the difference between
being an outstanding person and
just being an average person.
Emerson then goes on to
elaborate his thoughts. He says
that this process is not an easy
task because there are many
people in the world who think
they know what you should do
better than your know yourself.
It’s “easy in the world” to live
according to what others think;
it’s equally easy “to live after our
own” [opinions] when we are
alone. However, the most difficult
task for all of us is to be our own
person “in the midst of the
crowd.” It’s very hard to be your
own person when surrounded by
others who have their own
opinions of  what you should do.
Therefore as our thoughts focus

on the season of the year and we
pause to reflect, we should think
original thoughts … not just
those ideas that we see in the
media or hear from those around
us. Each spring, we should take
the opportunity that this season
of  rebirth presents. We should
attempt to “remake” those parts
ofof our lives that we find
lacking. In addition, we should
also consider the many positive
parts our lives … our families,
our friends, our homes, our
school, and our health; and, the
negatives that didn’t go quite that
well … grades, relationships, and
goals. Most of us don’t even
consider how lucky we are
because often we are caught in the
problems of the moment, and
after all, how popular is it to
appreciate these people and places
that are so important. And
finally, we need to consider how
to make our lives go the way we
want, not the way others suggest.
We need to be independent and
self-reliant. We need to examine
our successes and failures and
make resolutions and decisions
that we feel are right. We need to
stand behind our convictions.
Emerson urges us at the end of
his essay to be ourselves, to learn

to live according to our own
principles no matter what other
tell us we should do. Be an
individual and do what you
believe is right! Spend some time
and evaluate your life. And as
winter inevitably turns to spring,
try to renew your energies and
fulfill your responsibilities.
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By Kathleen McCormack

On Tuesday, January 5, 2010 the
halls of Northwest Catholic were
teeming with many different
shades of pink to show support
for classmate, Brendan
Lemp ‘10 whose mother
was undergoing breast
cancer surgery that day.
It all started when
Brendan and a few of
his close friends decided
they were going to wear
something pink to
school to show their
love and support for
Brendan’s mother, Suzanne, who
was diagnosed with early stage
breast cancer right before
Christmas. As the news spread
via Facebook and through mass-
text messages, more and more
students were getting involved,
agreeing that it was a great idea
and a way to support not only
Brendan and his mother but also
other people that have
experienced similar situations. By
Tuesday morning, hundreds of
students were dressed up in pink ,
whether it be shirts, ties, shoes, or
sweaters. For those who forgot,
or wanted to show as much
“pink” support as possible
Gretchen Kelly ‘10 and Meghan
Kelly ‘12 along with their mother,

NWC Jazz Triumphs at Festival

Anne Kelly, purchased and cut
yards of pink ribbon to
distribute among students along
with little safety pins to create the
pink breast cancer awareness
ribbon. Everywhere you turned
in Northwest Catholic there was

someone wearing pink, which
meant a lot to Brendan and his
family. When asked how he felt
about his Northwest peers
showing such amazing support
for his mother and for breast
cancer, Brendan said that “it was
a very special day.” By the time
homeroom started, all the
students who wore pink were
called down to the gym to pose
for a picture. On the count of
three the sea of pink cheered:
“Go Mrs. Lemp!” Seeing all the
support everyone was showing, a
close friend of Brendan’s,
Thomas Murphy ‘12 stated, “You
could tell we all really care about
Mrs. Lemp and what is going

on.” There was so much support
shown that it caught news
channel NBC30’s attention,
making Northwest Catholic a
feature on their 6 p.m. evening
news. Brendan was not the only
one surprised by how much

support his fellow
classmates showed.
His close friends,
including Matthew
Visintainer ’10, were
beyond proud of
the outcome saying
that, “It was good
to see that there was
so much support
and that everyone in

the whole school decided that it
was a worthy cause.” The
closeness of the Northwest
Catholic community was truly
evident that day. The love and
support that surrounded
Brendan and his family in time of
need brought the students and
faculty closer together. Suzanne
Lemp was home, resting
comfortably, in time to watch the
6 p.m. evening news on Tuesday
evening. She was very grateful
and happy for all the support
everyone in the Northwest
community had shown. Her
prognosis is excellent and we wish
the best to her, the Lemp Family,
and all other cancer patients.

“Chet’s Call,” a guitar-centered
number featuring freshman Ryan
Murphy and senior Bryan Destin
on saxophone, junior Haley
Massie on guitar, senior Luke
Pelton on drumset, and junior
Jordan Greenberg on bass as
soloists, and the saxophone
ballad “Terry’s Song,” which

featured Ryan Murphy.
The band closed out
with the powerful
“Celtic Aire,” a very Irish
piece that featured the
very Irish Murphy
Brothers on saxophone.
The band brought down
the house, and led Doug
Maher, one of the
adjudicators and the
band director at the
Greater Hartford
Academy of  the Arts, to
say, “A near-flawless
performance…this is
one of the signature
groups in Connecticut.”
Both Mr. Daniel Luddy
and Mr. Raymond

Sinclair, directors of the Monday
Night and Thursday Night Jazz
Bands, respectively, were very
pleased with their ensembles’
performances. When asked to
comment, Mr. Sinclair, the Band
Director at Northwest, said, “I
was nervous going up there
onstage. But we got up there and
threw it down, which is all it
takes.” He has high hopes for the
band’s future competitions and
showings. The Monday and
Thursday Night Bands, as well as
the Jazz Combo and Jazz Choir,
will all be showcased at
Northwest Catholic’s annual Jazz
Night on May 8, 2010.  Their next
competition is the High Note
Festival, held at Six Flags
Amusement Park on May 14,
2010. Both Mr. Luddy and Mr.
Sinclair saw the Manchester Jazz
Festival as a great opportunity
for their bands to improve and
fine-tune their abilities, and look
forward to their continued
success in the future.

By Maddie Livingston

To start the new decade off  with
positive change, the HILL class
proposed a fundraiser called
Pennies for Peace. It is rather
unconventional for the HILL
class to be presiding over
philanthropic efforts, as ACTS
usually directs the bulk of
charitable activity. An exception
was made, however, because
Pennies for Peace promotes cross-
cultural awareness through
education, a value emphasized by
HILL teacher, Mr. Tressler. A
facet of the HILL program is a
focus on International Studies
and the ethics from a global
perspective. The HILL students,
as leaders in both learning and
life, make it their duty to
emphasize the importance of
literacy in contemporary society.
The creator of Pennies for Peace
is Dr. Greg Mortensen, author of
the bestseller Three Cups of  Tea.
After attempting to climb K2, Dr.
Mortensen became separated
from his group and wandered
into a Pakistani village, starving
and disoriented. The members of
the Northern Pakistani village
nursed Dr. Mortensen back to
health. While there, he noticed

By Luke Pelton

On Wednesday, February 24th,
2010 the Monday and Thursday
Night Jazz Bands competed in
their second Manchester Jazz
Festival, a showcase held at
Manchester High School
featuring many local school jazz
ensembles. The
bands ran the
gamut from the
Mystic Middle
School Jazz Band
all the way to the
UCONN Jazz
Ensemble. The
Festival, though
adjudicated, does
not score bands,
nor does it have a
“winner.” Rather,
the ensembles are
exposed to
different groups
and have clinics by
a jazz expert, so as
to bolster their
understanding
and ability in playing jazz. At the
end of  the day, however, there are
those groups that are
undoubtedly the best, and thus
they win the “bragging rights.”
“Bragging rights” were certainly
in order for the Monday and
Thursday Night Jazz Bands, as
both threw down stellar
performances. The Monday
Night Jazz Band proved their
worth with an exciting two-song
set. The band won over the
crowd with the jazz classic
“Splanky,” and then brought
them to their feet with the driving
“Glazed Over,” featuring the funk
and soul of junior drummer Lee
Brown. The Thursday Night Jazz
Band reached new levels of
success with a nearly flawless
performance of their four-song
set. Beginning with “Walkin’ And
Swingin’,” a jazz standard that
featured senior Willie Reed and
freshman Sean Murphy as
soloists, the band established their
sound, followed by the intricate

By Morgan McKenna

Has anybody ever wondered
what it would be like to do
rhetoric and drama as a
performance in front of an
audience while being judged? Well
Mr. Przech’s Honors Creative
Writing classes had the chance to
experience this opportunity.
Students have always had to
recite their poems in front of the
class, but now in the Poetry Out
Loud competition, there was a
twist. They had to pick out a
poem that was not theirs and not
only just read it, but also act it
out. This may not seem that
difficult, but getting into the
shoes of another poet is a
challenge and with over one
thousand dollars at stake, it
would be wise to become the
perfect character. Poetry Out
Loud is a national contest in
which competitors get up on
stage and dramatize two poems
written by famous poets. The
competition is in a pyramid
structure. At first there is the
school competition. Out of  about
forty students in Mr. Przech’s
Honors Creative Writing classes,
a panel of judges picked the top
four performers. The winners
were Kate Molloy, Darci Hughes,
Danté Jeanfelix, and John

Fitzpatrick, all juniors. The
winner of the school competition
was Danté Jeanfelix and the
runner-up was Darci Hughes.
The next stage of the competition
was the state-wide competition at
St. Joseph College in West
Hartford, which took place on
March 16th. There were twenty to
thirty other winners from other
schools also competing against
Danté. The winner of  the state-
wide competition went on to
Washington D.C. where he or she
will compete against fifty other
winners from every state in the
country. In the contest, hopeful
participants had to memorize at
least two poems. One poem had
to be written prior to 1850 and
the second poem has to be longer
than twenty-five lines. The poems
that Danté read at the state
competition were “I Am” by John
Clare, “Writ on the Steps of
Puerto Rican Harlem” by
Gregory Corso, and “Playing
Dead” by Andrew Hudgins.
There were three to five judges
keeping track of scores while one
accuracy judge made sure that no
competitor skipped a word or
stanza. Northwest Catholic is
proud of Danté for advancing to
the second round of  Poetry Out
Loud and looks forward to a
great showing again next year!

that the village’s eighty-four
children were sitting outside,
scratching their lessons into the
dirt with sticks. To repay the
Pakistani people for their
kindness, Dr. Mortensen vowed
to return to the village to build a
school. His promise launched his
humanitarian campaign to bring
education and hope to schools in
the remote regions of Central
Asia. His efforts support books,
not bombs, and promote peace
through literacy. The reasoning
behind the fundraiser title,
Pennies for Peace, goes back to
Greg’s dual goal for his altruism.
He planned to raise money to
promote education for children
of Central Asia, but he also
wished to show American
children the importance of
understanding other cultures. His
greatest desire was to
demonstrate that the American
child can make a difference, if
only in a small way, hence
pennies. Pennies, which make up
1% of a dollar, were also
representative of the 1% of Gross
Domestic Product that wealthy
countries must send to
impoverished countries, as
stipulated by the United Nations.
One penny buys one pencil for a

student. The pencil ignites a drive
for learning and motivation for a
better economic future through
literacy. How did Northwest
Catholic put their two cents in?
Students and teachers, at the
urging of  the HILL class, gladly
promoted change through the
universal currency of
compassion. The school-wide
goal was $1000 or 100,000
pennies. If  the goal was obtained,
a sweat-shirt day would be
granted for all grades. Each
morning, from the beginning of
January through Spirit Week,
HILL students visited their
designated homerooms and
politely asked students to empty
their pockets. An enormous jar
was also kept in the cafeteria for
lunch change collections. The
fundraiser culminated in the
spirited Boys versus Girls
competition. The boys narrowly
won and gained unlimited
bragging rights! The
contributions totaled over $1000
with a grand total of $1135. At a
time when most students have
their mind set on just their own
future, Northwest scholars have
ensured that the futures of
Pakistani and Afghan children
are bright!

Students Show Support for Breast Cancer Awareness

HILL Class Holds Fundraiser for Peace in Asia

NWC Performs in Poetry Contest
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The student body gathers in the gym wearing pink in order to
show their support.

Ryan Murphy ‘13
improvises a solo during

the performance.
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HILL/ACTS 2010-2011 Announced
HILL ACTS

Molly Berning
Francis Butler
Emily Janusko
Dante Jeanfelix

Christopher Kuhlberg
Michael Laffin
Allie Lamari

Claire Looney
Tian (Lucy) Lu

Alexandra McKenzie
Thomas Noll

Kathleen O’Hara
Rosa Park

Sarah Purple
Pawel Rybka
Cara Seward

Brynn Stoecklin

Hillary Baran
Rachel Bournique

Lee Brown
Katherine Butler
John Fitzpatrick

Jenny Garcia
Victoria Grappone

Evan Herron
Darci Hughes
Abby Johnson
Robby Kunkel

Darien Marshall

Danielle Martin
Haley Massie
Kate Molloy

Teddie Mucha
Patrick Nista

Meghan Peterson
Luisantonio Rosado

John Sullivan
Katie Vignati

Amy West
Kelly Yorio
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NWC Hosts Priest Luncheon
By Haley Derlinga

On February 8th, 2010
Northwest Catholic hosted the
annual Priest Luncheon for the
Archdiocese of Hartford. This
luncheon is an opportunity to
bring together the priests of the
parishes to which the students
belong, the Archbishop, and
several other figures prominent to
our school. “We host the Priest

Luncheon to have the
Archbishop come to visit the
school…and it also gives us the
opportunity to have the pastors
from parishes where our students
come from, visit”, says Mrs.
Williamson, Principal and Chief
Administrator of Northwest
Catholic, “These days, there is a
lot of  moving around of pastors,
so we like to inform the new
pastors about our school.” The
number of pastors who took
advantage of this prospect was
astounding. A total of fourteen
parishes were represented, as well
as Archbishop Henry Mansell,
the School Board Chair, Mr.
Robert O’Hara, and the
Superintendent of  Schools, Mr.
Dale Hoyt. The pastors who
attended included Fr. McHugh,
Msgr. Clancy, Fr. Leary, Fr.
Whyte, Fr. Bock, Fr. Campion,
Fr. Mitchell, Fr. Crowley, Fr.
Keough, Fr. Metzler, Msgr.
Motta, and Fr. Cody. These men
were all very important parts of
the luncheon because “we have
the Priest Luncheon to recognize
the priests,” says Deacon
Sutherland. As a guest, Mrs.
Gillespie agreed, “I thoroughly
enjoyed it and look forward to it
every year. I love hearing the

stories and perspectives of the
priests.” Although the main focus
of the luncheon was the priests
themselves, Northwest Catholic
also benefitted from the event.
“We rely on the support of  the
pastors to help parishioners come
to our school, so when we have a
chance to tell them about the
good things we do here, we take
it!” says Mrs. Williamson. Deacon
Sutherland agrees. “We hold the

Priest Luncheon to
show the priests what
we do for their
students, so they will
[help to] encourage
future students.” It is
clear that the parishes
represent a great
amount of potential
opportunity both to the
students themselves,
and financially to the
school as a whole. Mrs.
Gillespie says that the
Priest Luncheon is a

way to “…thank the priests for
supporting us, [by] encouraging
students, [helping] financially, and
giving students a reason to make
sacrifices for a Catholic
education.” Students and
parishioners have always been an
aspect of the Priest Luncheon,
but this year more so than ever.
As Mrs. Williamson explained,
there was a special activity this
year. The priests and pastors were
invited an hour early to attend a
class with the students, “because
this year [we are] celebrating the
Year for Priests.” The pastors had
an opportunity to “see what
Northwest is doing for their
students,” says Deacon
Sutherland. Overall, this year’s
Priest Luncheon was an
enlightening experience for
everyone involved. The priests,
Archbishop Mansell, the School
Board Chair, and the
Superintendent of Schools were
able to see all of  the wonderful
opportunities that Northwest
Catholic has to offer to the
students, as well as meeting with
and enjoying the company of
each other and members of the
faculty. The 2010 annual Priest
Luncheon was an outstanding
success on every level.

Dance Competes in Regionals
By Molly Mullen

On the first Saturday of
February vacation, most of
Northwest probably slept in. The
Competition Dance Team,
however, was off  and running
Saturday morning, ready for an
excellent weekend at Regionals.
On Valentine’s Day weekend,
February 13th and 14th,
Northwest’s Competition Dance
Team attended the Dance
America Regionals in South
Boston. The team takes this trip
each February, dancing for a
panel of judges the first day and
taking workshops with
professional dance teachers the
next. The weekend is “exhausting,
but also very exciting,” says Ms.
Smith, Northwest’s dance
instructor. For example, the team
danced from three to ten o’clock
in the evening on Saturday, and
then got up to spend Sunday in
the same “nonstop energy and
movement.” The competition
included four to five hundred
dancers from all over the
Northeast, encompassing all
styles of dance including jazz,
tap, ballet, and hip-hop. Some
of  the team’s favorite songs
were the group numbers “You
Belong With Me” by Taylor
Swift and “Girls Just Wanna
Have Fun” by Cindi Lauper.
“You Belong With Me” was a
favorite with the judges as well
as the team.  The costumes were
inspired by Taylor Swift’s music
video of the song. The team
dressed in high-water pants,
suspenders, big glasses, and “very
nerdy NWC uniforms…just
joking!” says Ms. Smith. The
judges thought the routine was
entertaining to watch and also
exhibited excellent dancing by the
entire team. Even in the
enormous crowd, the Northwest
dancers stood out. Three of the
five routines qualified for
Nationals later this year. Three
were awarded second place, one
had third, and Marisa Butler was
given a special merit award for
her solo. The routines were
scored out of 100 points by a
panel of three judges and places
were ordered according to the

score. Marisa Butler’s award for
her solo is particularly impressive
because she is the first soloist in
Northwest Catholic history to
qualify for Nationals. Her dance
to “Keep Holding On” by Avril
Lavigne was complimented for its
“overall musicality” and for her
“technical execution,” meaning
that she had precise form and
footwork and perfect body lines.
Bria Parisi and Marisa Butler also
qualified for nationals with their
duet to “Vertigo” and the whole
team will be going for their group
dances. The Dance America
Nationals are held in Orlando,
Florida – in July! The dance team
will return to Northwest over the
summer to work on their
dancing, “much to their dismay,”
says Ms. Smith. “No, it’s actually
a really fun process.” In addition
to learning new dances for the
remainder of this school year, the

dance team will add and improve
the choreography to these so that
they can be as successful in
Nationals as they were at
Regionals. The success has not
come without work, however.
The dancers have been preparing
these routines since October and
early November and they are not
done yet! Everyone on the team
gave it their best, from experts to
beginners. The dance team has
had a lot of  new talent this year.
Ms. Smith says that “we had a lot
of beginner dancers on the team.
They’ve practiced and worked
very hard to bring themselves up
to a new level.” Northwest’s
community supports the dance
team as they prepare to climb to
another “new level” of
competition later this summer.

By Sarah Visintainer

Ski Club is a club designed for all
those who love the snow. Despite
the name, both skiers and
snowboarders are members of
this club and it is a great
opportunity to get outside and
have a good time with your
friends. The ski club, which starts
up after Christmas break, meets
for five weeks on Fridays, after
school. The members ski at Ski
Sundown in New Hartford and
have the opportunity to take
lessons or just ski for pleasure.
The ski club consisted of about
twenty eight members this year
but was mainly freshmen and
sophomores due to the jobs and
various activities of the upper
classmen. As members of Ski
Club, the students got to hang
out with their friends while
enjoying the things they love to
do. This was especially good for
those students who have friends
who live far away from one
another. Ski club provides them
with the opportunity to meet and
hang out with those friends but
also to branch out and find new
friends and meet new people who
have similar interests. This year
especially, the ski club has
maintained a sense of community
and family. On many of  the trips,
parents come and bring their
other children along for the
skiing or snowboarding
experience. This creates a family
feeling and a very relaxed and
comfortable atmosphere for
everyone. All of the members get
to know each other and grow
close throughout their experience.
This is a great chance to be active
but not competitive. The ski club
has no competitions and gives
students a chance to relax and
take a well deserved break from
school and the work and stress it
involves. Students need an
opportunity to just do what they
love and to learn about new
sports if  they have never been
skiing or snowboarding before.
Ms. Rousseau has been the
official chaperone of the
Northwest Catholic Ski Club
since 2002 when she took over for
Mrs. Foran. Since getting
involved in the ski club, Ms.
Rousseau has started to ski. She
skis on snow days and really
enjoys this time on the slopes.
This club was started by a
Northwest Catholic parent many
years ago. It has grown in size
and fosters the sense of
friendship and community that is
present on the slopes. Ski Club
provides students with the
opportunity to express
themselves through sports that
they might not have otherwise
tried before. They get the
opportunity to advance their
skills and interests in the skiing
and snowboarding areas. There
are skiers and snowboarders at
all different skill levels and
interests, but together they are
there to have fun and to have a
good time with their friends. Ski
Club is a wonderful opportunity
to take a break from your school
life and enjoy a fun afternoon
with your friends, doing what
you like to do and expressing
yourself through activities that
get you moving and involved with
your classmates.

Ski Club Has
Fun on Slopes

Northwest Catholic Dramateurs Prepare For The Spring Musical
By Kristin Tomaiuolo

The Northwest Catholic girls’
soccer team won a state
championship in the fall. The
Indoor Track team performed
“extremely well” at the Class S
State Championship meet in
February. The boys’ basketball
team had a record of 17-3 overall,
and the girls’ basketball team did
extraordinarily well this year,
finishing with a regular season
record of 20-0. But while
everyone is practicing as they wait
for the spring sports season to
start, what are students like
Saralynne Brown, class of ’12,
doing? Rehearsing for the school
musical, “Little Shop of
Horrors”, of  course.
Saralynne wakes up at 7:00, just
before her ride gets to her house
to take her to school. She works
through school, sometimes with
no free periods, and then waits
for her first after-school rehearsal
to start. At 2:30, the leads are
waiting onstage to start blocking
the show. Under the direction of
Mrs. Sara Avery, they run smaller

scenes until about 4:00, and then
Saralynne has two and a half
hours to hang out with her
friends, eat dinner, and get a jump
start on her homework before
evening rehearsal starts at 6:30.
From 6:30 until 8:30 (later in the
last weeks), the Rice Auditorium
is full of enthusiastic students, all
in character, rehearsing scenes
and dances for the show. When
rehearsal is over, Saralynne
gathers her things and heads
home. At 9:30, she’s home and
settled down to actually start her
homework. “I fall asleep around
11:30… on a good day,” she adds
as an afterthought.
Saralynne, who participated in
the musical last year, and
countless other shows to date, is
used to her crazy schedule. “The
musical is so rewarding that I
don’t mind,” she states. “It’s
entertaining, and as cliché as it
seems, we’re so close that we’re
like a family.”
Dan Lusardi, ’13, feels similarly.
“It’s a great experience,” he says.
Dan has taken on the role of the
male lead, Seymour, a florist who

raises a plant that feeds on
human blood. “At first I was
apprehensive because I came in
not knowing anyone. I was mildly
terrified.” Though Dan was
initially intimidated, he eventually
became more comfortable, and
says that now, his age doesn’t
matter to the cast, and he fits
right in. In addition, he says that
the show is looking great. “It’s a
lot of  work, but it’s definitely
going to turn out really well.”
Bridget Daly, ’10 agrees. “It takes
just as much work to participate
in the musical as it does to be on
a sports team.” Then, as a side
note she says, “But we have twice
the fun. My favorite part is the
‘musical family’ that all comes
together to make the show
happen.” And indeed, members
of the chorus and leads in the
show alike put in countless hours
each week rehearsing for the play
so they can make magic on
opening night. From when the
show was first starting to come
together in January, Mrs. Avery
has been working tirelessly to
help the performance along. She

says that she puts in at least ten
hours every week, and this
doesn’t even begin to include set
building, and the hours it will
take to create a believable world
for the show to exist in.
“But it’s not all about the hours it
takes to put it together,”
Saralynne says. “It’s about the
experience. It’s about getting to
know people you didn’t know
before, and putting on a great
show. It’s [about] making
memories together, and making a
memorable show.” And let’s face
it, what other club offers students
a delicious dinner, for just a small
price? On April 10th, before the
7:30 PM performance, the 5th
annual pasta dinner will take
place in the Johnson Gym.
Students must purchase tickets in
the main office in order to attend.
There are three performances of
“Little Shop of Horrors”: April
9th and 10th at 7:30 and April
11th at 2:00, so come support the
Dramateurs. Senior cast member
Andrew Hull can testify: “it’s a
great show with an amazing cast,
and it’ll be fun to watch!”
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Father Whyte, Monsignor Motta, and Father
Mitchell ‘71 enjoy their luncheon at Northwest.

Dance competition team poses in their
costumes for “You Belong With Me.”
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By Bridget Daly

Day 1- Bus to Newark, Plane to Rome, Plane to Athens, Arrival in Athens, Shopping in Syngdama Square
1. Coolest thing I saw today: Looking out the plane window when we finally landed in Greece. It was
just the feeling of  “We finally made it!” that was awesome!
2. Funniest thing that happened today: Seeing everyone dead asleep on the plane and how uncomfortable
they looked in their tiny seats. When we actually arrived in Athens, Roz could not stop tripping all over
the place. It was like being in a new country seriously messed with her balance.
3. Highlight- best or worst food experience today: The plane food was very interesting to say the least…
4. Word of the day: LONG! The plane ride was roughly eight hours but it seemed even longer!

Day 2- Parthenon, Plaka (oldest section in Athens), shopping!
1. The Acropolis of  Athens. All of  my years of Latin have finally paid off. It was incredible to be at a
place with such a vast history. Just to think of  all the incredible people that have walked in the same
spot was almost too much.
2. Kostas (our tour guide) shouting “Pickpockets!” at us every five seconds.
3. Today I had an authentic Greek food, a gyros. It was amazing! It does not even compare to anything
in America.
4. Pickpocket. Though we all knew the word already, it was just said so many times today it almost felt
like it was a new Greek slang word.

Day 3- Day Cruise to Hydra à Islands, which are typically the image people have of Greece
1. The beautiful color of  the Aegean Sea. It truly is indescribable and the brightest blue you can ever
imagine. Pictures do not do it justice, you really need to see it for yourself!
2. Jason Moore, Alex Iovine, and I Greek dancing on the boat in between islands as everyone else on the
boat was feeling sea sick.
3. Fried Octopus. A true delicacy on the islands, it is better than it sounds and I was surprised at how
much I liked it.
4. Yiasou- The Greek word for hello. This is the only word that all of  us knew and we found ourselves
saying it to absolutely everyone just because we could.

Day 4- Oracle at Delphi, long bus ride.
1. Delphi. We saw a wall that was older than the Parthenon and was still in perfect condition. All of  the
technology they had to use to create these works thousands of  years ago amazes me.
2. Justin Strid, Jon Moore, and Alex Filomeno hiding under the bed in the hotel room trying to scare
people when they walked in.
3. Fried Cheese. It’s a combination of  fried dough and mozzarella sticks and simply delicious!
4. “Mama like.” It’s not a Greek word, but it just started to become the catch phrase of  the trip. You
couldn’t have a conversation without hearing someone say this, and it was usually me.

Day 5- Mount Olympus.
1. The place at Mount Olympus where the Olympic flame is lit from.
2. Seeing all the boys run in a race on the original Olympic track at Mount Olympus. It was a great race
that Jack Murphy won by a landslide.
3. Musaka. It is a traditional Greek dish that has layered eggplant, minced meat, and cheese on top. I
was not in love with it, but other people seemed to really enjoy it. The best part of the meal was sitting
at a beach front restaurant overlooking the ocean.
4. RUN! Once our group saw the track, we could not stop running around on it! Just thinking about all
the people that have ran on that same dirt track is wild to imagine.

Day 6- Mycenae, Opera Stadium, Greek Pottery store, traditional Greek Dinner.
1. The view from the town of Mycenae. You could see the field for miles and it was just absolutely
beautiful.
2. Tie between Jon Moore singing ‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star’ in the Opera Stadium, or Mr. Fitzpatrick
dancing at the Greek dinner.
3. Lamb. A Greek dietary staple that is very enjoyable. You were even allowed to eat with your hands
which made it taste even better!
4. OMPA! This Greek phrase was made popular by the movie My Big Fat Greek Wedding, but believe it
or not, they actually say it a lot in Greece. We yelled it all night at the dinner while we were dancing. But
it is important to realize that when you say it you have to throw up your hands and act excited.

Day 7- Poseidon’s Temple, shopping in downtown Athens.
1. The beautiful view from Poseidon’s temple. It was on a cliff  overlooking the ocean so all you could
see was endless water.
2. The spur of the moment pillow fight that happened when we were all “packing.”
3. At dinner there was what we thought was strawberry yogurt, which happened to be some sort of fish
sauce that was absolutely disgusting. But needless to say we all tried it just to say we did.
4. Dionysus. He was our tour guide for this day and everyone just loved him and kept referencing him.
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The Ancient Olympics: Who Knew?

The great statue of Zeus looks
down on the Games from Mt.

Olympus.

Citius, Altius, Fortius: The Modern Olympics Live Up to Their Motto and Come to Life

American Winter Athletes Win Gold Again and Again

“The Essential Thing Is Not to Have Conquered, But to Have Fought Well”
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Arya Sharma lights the Olympic
torch on January 15, 2010 in

Camrose, Alberta.
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By Sarah Purple

Competing in the Olympics is the
dream of  many young athletes. If
they are truly serious about
competing, by the time they are
young teenagers, they know the
qualifications for the Olympic
Games, names of  athletes who
have won medals, and so much
more. However, what most
people, including those aspiring
athletes, do not know is exactly
where the Olympic Games came
from. Sure, they came from
Ancient Greece, but what were
they really like back then?
This quest for knowledge takes
one back to the records of
Pausanias, a Greek historian
living in the second century AD
who recorded the myth that the
Olympics originated with a race
between the dactyl Herakles, who
was of  an ancient mythical race,
and two of his brothers at Mt.
Olympus. Herakles crowned the
victor with an olive wreath.
According to this myth, the other
gods who lived on Mt. Olympus
participated in jumping,
wrestling, and running contests.
Thus, the ancient Olympic Games,
which were first recorded in 776
BC, consisted of:
• Boxing
• Chariot racing
• Riding
• Pankration, or a combination
of boxing and wrestling – The
rules only outlawed biting and
gouging the eyes, nose, or mouth
with fingernails!
• Running – There was even a race
in armor which weighed fifty to
sixty pounds!
• Pentathlon – This was a five
part event which included discus,
javelin, running, and wrestling.
• Wrestling
These athletic contests were a way
for the Greeks to honor their
gods. The Olympic Games
themselves were part of a major

Greek religious festival honoring
Zeus, the most celebrated Greek
god. The Games were held in
Olympia, Greece, and a great
statue of Zeus, one of  the seven
wonders of the ancient world,
was built on Mt. Olympus to
preside over the Games. Athletes

would come from various Greek
city-states to compete. These city-
states could be as far away as
modern-day Spain. While this
may not seem very far today, it
was a very long journey back
then. Only free men who spoke
Greek could participate in the
Games. The winners of  the
individual events within the
Games were crowned with olive
wreaths and attained great fame.
It was also said that the gods
would favor their home city. They
were treated as great heroes and
were often immortalized. The
final ancient Games were held in
either 393 or 394 AD, when
emperor Theodosius I abolished
them. The Roman Empire had
formally adopted Christianity,
and since the Olympics were first
and foremost a religious
celebration in honor of Zeus, they
were viewed as a pagan practice
which could not coexist with
Christianity. The great Olympic
Games would not be seen again
until the late nineteenth century.

By Sarah Purple

Did you know?

• The first modern Olympics took
place in 1896 in Athens, Greece.
This was the first time that the
Games had been held since they
had been banned in 393 or 394.
Two hundred and forty-one
athletes from fourteen nations
participated in the Games.

• They were brought back by
Pierre de Coubertin, who created
the International Olympic
Committee in 1894.  He came up
with the Olympic motto of
“Citius, Altius, Fortius,” which
means “faster, higher, stronger.”

• De Coubertin also composed
the official Olympic Creed, which
sums up the spirit of the Olympic
Games.  It reads, “The most
important thing in the Olympic
Games is not to win but to take
part, just as the most important
thing in life is not the triumph,
but the struggle.  The essential
thing is not to have conquered
but to have fought well.”

• The main symbol of the
Olympics is the five intertwined
rings.  The rings are blue, yellow,

black, green, and red.  Every
nation has at least one of these
colors in its flag.  The five rings
represent the five inhabited
continents, counting North and
South America as one continent.

• Up until 1924, the Oympics were
held every four years, and there
were only Summer Games.
However, in 1924, the Winter
Games were added in order to
include events which could not be
done during the summer, such as
alpine skiing.  The Summer and
Winter Games were held in the
same year up until 1994, when a
change was made so that the
Olympics would be held every
two years, alternating between the
Summer and Winter Games.

  • The Olympics have been held in
the U.S. eight times!  The
following U.S. cities have hosted
the Olympic Games: St. Louis,
Los Angeles, Lake Placid, Squaw
Valley, Denver, Atlanta, and Salt
Lake City.

• The Olympic flame first
appeared in the modern Olympics
in 1928, representing purity and
the endeavor for perfection.  In
1936, the tradition of the torch
relay was started.  The torch is lit

in a traditional ceremony in
Olympia, Greece, which dates
back to the ancient Olympics.  It
then travels through Greece,
before being brought to the
country where the Olympics are
being held.  The torch then travels
around that country in the torch
relay, before finally reaching the
city of the Games.  The torch
represents a continuation from
the ancient Olympic Games to the
modern Olympics.

• Following another tradition
from the ancient Games, an
international truce between the
competing countries is always
called during the two weeks of
the Olympics.

This year at the Vancouver Winter
Olympics . . .

• The torch relay lasted from
October 20, 2009 to February 12,
2010!  12,000 people were chosen
to carry the torch over the 28,000
mile route around Canada.  It
even reached the most northerly
permanent human settlement in
the world!

• The U.S. won the most number
of  medals at the Vancouver

Winter Games, with a total of
thirty-seven medals.  This
included nine gold medals, fifteen
silver medals, and thirteen bronze
medals.  The U.S. gold medal
winners, shown in the pictures
above, were Bill Demong for
Individual Large Hill in Nordic
Combined;   Lindsey Vonn for
Women’s Downhill Alpine Skiing;
Shani Davis for Men’s 1000 meter
Speed Skating; Steve Holcomb,
Steve Mesler, Curt Tomasevicz,
and Justin Olsen for Men’s Four-
man Bobsled; Shaun White for

Men’s Halfpipe Snowboarding;
Evan Lysacek for Men’s Figure
Skating; Bode Miller for Men’s
Super-Combined Alpine Skiing;
Seth Wescott for Men’s
Snowboard Cross; and Hannah
Kearney for Women’s Moguls in
Freestyle Skiing.  Bill Demong
was the first American ever to win
a gold medal in the Nordic
Combined event!

• Germany came in second place
in the total medal count with
thirty medals.

• Canada came in third in the
medal count, winning twenty-six
medals.  Canada, with fourteen
golds, also won the highest
number of  gold medals.

• There were three mascots for the
2010 Olympics: Miga, Quatchi,
and Sumi.  All three were inspired
by Pacific Coast Indian Legends.
Miga is a sea bear who is part
bear and part killer whale.  She is
said to live in the ocean out past
Vancouver Island.  Quatchi is the
Sasquatch, or Bigfoot.  He is said
to be seen throughout the Pacific
Northwest.  Sumi is part orca
whale, part phoenix, and part
bear.  Sumi is considered to be a
“guardian spirit” by Indian tribes.
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Apple Changes the World Through Top Three InventionsApril 1976- Apple
Computer Company
is founded by Steve
Woznick, Steve Jobs,

and Ron Wayne.

May 1976- Apple I is
introduced.

January 1977- Apple
Computer, Inc. is
officially created.

April 1977- Apple II
is introduced.

August 1979- Apple
licenses AppleSoft

BASIC from
Microsoft.

May 1980- Apple III
is introduced.

December 1980-
Apple goes public,
and its shares rise
32%, making 40 of

its employees
overnight million-

aires.

January 1981- Steves
Jobs takes on the

Macintosh Project.

May 1983- Apple is
now the fastest

growing company in
history.

March 1994- Apple
releases first
PowerMacs.

November 1997- The
chain of Apple

Stores open, and the
PowerMac 3G is

released.

August 1998- The
iMac is released.

August 1999- The
iBook is released.

October 2001- The
first iPod is released.

January 2004- The
first model of the

iPod Mini is released.

January 2005- Apple
introduces the first

iPod Shuffle.

September 2005- The
iPod Nano is
introduced.

October 2005- The
iPod video is

released.

September 2007- The
iPhone and the iPod

Touch are intro-
duced.

January 2010- The
iPad is introduced.

By Kate Schuppe

These days, the silver little apple
with the bite taken out of it is
almost as common as a stop sign.
It’s hard to imagine a world
without Mac computers, digital
music players, or all-in-one cell
phones. There is hardly anyone
that does not own an iPod, if  not
a few of  them. So it’s accurate to
say that CEO Steve Jobs and
Apple, Inc. have forever changed
the way we use technology. So
much of our culture is made up
of what Apple has cooked up in
the past 20 years, we almost
forget what it was like to have to
go to the store to buy a CD, or
have to write down directions
instead of pulling them up on our
iPhones. It’s pretty easy to figure
out the top five ways Apple has
changed the world.
No.5 Applications and the App
Store. More commonly known as
“apps,” Apple’s applications for
the iPhone, iPod Touch, and most
recently, the iPad, have made
pretty much everything we do
easier. For the technological
naiveté, an application is like a
mini software program for
almost anything. Basic apps that
typically come preloaded onto the
iPhone or iPod Touch include
Safari, Calendar, and YouTube.
However, the categories range far
beyond these. There are apps to
plan your vacation, help you get
through the airport, or even flag
down a taxi. There are games, like
Where’s Waldo? and Skee Ball.
There are silly apps that let you
doodle on the touch screen with
your finger, or simply pop virtual

bubble wrap. Not into wasting
time with games? There are
hundreds of Apps listed under
the “Productivity” category on
the App Store. HomeRoutines
motivates you by giving you a
gold star for each item on your
virtual “To Do List.” Apple’s
popular “There’s an app for that”
commercials have proven to be
quite accurate.
No.4 The iPhone. Though cell
phones had been wow-ing

consumers with their touch-
screen capabilities, flip-keyboards,
and music storage, Apple took it
one step further: the iPhone. All
other cell phone competitors
simply had to step down. This
revolutionary phone has a
complete touch screen, Blue
Tooth, and WiFi. You can play
music, games, and video. It is
instant entertainment, especially
anywhere that has internet. It can
hold hundreds of applications,
allowing you to do almost
anything you could do with a
computer, cell phone, iPod, or
Palm Pilot. Apple’s genius
creation has changed the way we
use cell phones.
No.3 The Mac Computer. The
Mac Computer ranks above the
iPhone on this list simply because

it was Apple’s original product.
The Macintosh Project was how
Steve Jobs shaped Apple. While
iPods and iPhones are perhaps
aimed toward a younger
generation for entertainment
purposes, Mac computers are
used in schools and businesses
worldwide. Many high schools fill
their computer labs with Macs
because of their educational
functions. When Mac’s main
software, the Mac OS X, was first
introduced, it had capabilities that
were simply unmatched by
Windows.
No.2 The iTunes Store. Some say
that iTunes killed the music
industry. Whether this is true or
not, iTunes has certainly made it
easier (and cheaper) for music
fanatics to buy music. Most
songs sell for $0.99, while most
albums sell between $9.99 and
$11.99, often times more
depending on the number of
songs per album, as well as its
popularity. The invention of  the
iPod video saw an addition of  TV
shows and movies to the iTunes
store, with most shows between
$1.99 and $2.99 an episode. Songs
download in less than a minute
on an iTunes library, which stores
thousands of songs, movies, TV
shows, apps, podcasts, and even
rented movies, which sell for less
and are removed from the library
after about a month. Songs can
be burned onto CDs, and CDs
can be imported into the library.
Listeners can create playlists in
their library, and choose what
items are synced to their iPod if
their model holds less songs than
their library contains. The iTunes

store has made downloading
music easier than ever (as well as
legal!).
No.1 The iPod. The ultimate
music machine ranks as number
one for obvious reasons. As the
world’s most used music player,
the iPod pulled us out of  the dark
ages of CDs and boom boxes
and into the age of digital music.
The iPod caters to each
consumer’s needs in terms of  cost
and space (the price of the iPod
decreasing with its gigabyte
capacity). The models of  iPods,
which have at least 3 generations
each, include the iPod Classic,
iPod Mini, iPod Shuffle, iPod
Nano, iPod Video, iPod Photo,
and iPod Touch. Buyers were
excited by the addition of colored
Nanos, Shuffles, and Minis. These
lightweight music miracles made
on-the-go listening extremely easy.
A vast array of  iPod accessories
can enhance the consumer’s
listening experience, such as
covers, screen protectors,
speakers, charging docks, and
cords that allow you to connect
your iPod to the speaker system
in your car. With all it can do,
and all that it has provided us
with, it is safe to say that the iPod
is Apple’s single greatest (and
most lucrative) invention.
Through the App Store, iPhone,
Mac, iTunes Store, and the iPod,
Apple definitely has changed the
world. Soon, even the iPhone will
be considered obsolete as Apple
cranks out another shockingly
revolutionary product. Until
then, we should sit back and truly
appreciate what Apple has done
for society in terms of technology.

By Kate Schuppe

On January 27, 2010, Apple
unveiled their newest product to
expectant customers. The iPad,
also known as the Apple Tablet,
works like a combination of the
iPhone and a laptop. Like a
regular tablet, it uses a touch
screen, which includes a
keyboard. One can listen to
music, play movies and games,
download apps and use the
Internet. It has all the same
features of  an iPhone, but cannot
make calls.
It is 9.56 inches in height, 7.47
inches wide, and 0.5 inches thick.
It has a diagonal screen size of 9.7
inches and it weighs about 1.5

pounds. It has a battery life of
about 10 hours after a single
charge, or 30 days on standby
mode. There are 3 models: 16 GB,
32 GB, and 64 GB. Each model
costs $499, $599, or $699,
respectively. Certain models of
each of these capacities also come
with 3G connectivity built in. This
allows the user to access the
internet without WiFi. However,
this comes with a monthly fee of
$14.99 for 250MB of data, or a
flat rate of $29.99 for unlimited
data. There are two mobile plans
from AT&T that customers can
choose from, with no contracts.
All applications in the iTunes App
Store work on the iPad, with
additional “apps” made

specifically for its larger screen.
Apps that come already
downloaded onto the iPad
include Safari, Mail, Photos,
Video, YouTube, iPod, iTunes,
App Store, iBooks, Maps, Notes,
Contacts, and Spotlight Search.
The new program iBook allows
users to read books, magazines,
and newspapers on the screen,
similar to the Amazon product,
the Kindle. The versatility of the
iPad allows tech-savvy customers
to combine their laptops, iPods,
iPhones, and Kindles into one
convenient device.
The iPad was first available at the
end of March, and is on sale at
Apple stores and at
www.apple.com.
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iPods Evolve Through the Years into Bigger and Better Music Players

The iPad expands Apple’s already
extensive line of computer and
music-playing products.

iPod ClassicOriginal iPod iPod Photo iPod Touch

Apples Announces New Product That Combines iPhone and Laptop in One

The original iPod had a
storage capacity of 160 GB
and was introduced in 2001.

The iPod Photo, now capable of
holding both photos and music, was

introduced in 2004.

The sixth generation of the iPod
Classic, first available in 2007, held

songs, photos, and video.

The iPod Touch was introduced in
2009 with a touch screen and apps,
and is now in its third generation.
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Inside Out: Mrs. Boyle, Trenton Jackson, Maddie Livingston, and John Healey

Maddie Livingston
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What would people be
surprised to learn about you?

Beth Boyle: That my NWC
basketball team won the state
championship my
senior year.

Trenton Jackson: I
didn’t get my first
haircut until sixth
grade.

Maddie Livingston: I
eat cereal with a fork
and despise
watermelon.

John Healey: I love
the TV show GLEE.
Yeah, I said it.

If you could be anyone else at
Northwest for a day, who
would it be and why?

BB: I am fine with being me!

TJ: Mrs. Juda because I bet she
thinks about interesting things.

ML: Katie Kuzoian because I
would love to know how it feels
to write 100 reader’s responses
in one sitting.

 JH: Trenton Jackson. He is
universally liked.

If you were stranded on a
desert island, who would you
want to be stranded with and
why?

BB: Will Farrell, at least I
would die laughing.

TJ: Filo, Jabbes, and Seegze
because it would be great
laughs all around. And also
Dr. Luddy because
he’d make us a
particle
accelerator and fly
us home.

ML: Mark
Wahlberg because
he looks so handy.

JH: Brendan
Lemp. His fiery
red hair would
attract a rescue
helicopter in no
time.

What words of
wisdom do you live
by?

BB: “To thine own self  be true”
-Shakespeare.

TJ: Matthew 7:12 “In
everything, do to others what
you would have them do to
you.”

ML: “Mind over matter.”

JH: “The most important key
to achieving great success is to
decide upon your goals and
launch, get started, take
action, move.” -John Wooden.

What three things could you not
live without?

BB: My family, friends, and
dessert!

TJ: My camera, my macbook,
and Fod Fish.

ML: Dresses, Arnold Palmers,
and something fun to look at.

JH: Family, friends, and
college basketball.

Who or what always makes you
laugh?

BB: My husband.

TJ: “And I said no chip, don’t
do it!”

ML: Mara Case.

JH: Matt Visintainer and his
100% care free out look on life.

What would be the first thing
you would do if you won 10
million dollars?

BB: Renovate my yucky
kitchen.

TJ: Buy Northwest a new
indoor and outdoor track.

ML: Buy Michael Bublé
JH: Laugh.

What annoys you the most?

BB: Dishonesty and disrepect.

TJ: When I have to repeat
myself.

ML: Organized people, and
organization itself.

JH: When girls call each other
“Mom.”

What would be your personal
theme song?

BB: 1. “It’s a Beautiful
Day”- U2, 2. “In My
Life”- The Beatles 3.
“Rocky Theme Song.”

TJ: “Playing With
Fire” by Lil’ Wayne.

ML: “Ignition” by R.
Kelly.

JH: “Grux” by The
Dave Mathews Band.

What would your first
action as President of the
United States be?

BB: Pay higher salaries to
teachers!

ML: Impeach myself.

JH: I would make the Monday
after the Super bowl a national
holiday.

What movie could you watch
over and over again, and why?

BB: I love 80s movies so
Pretty in Pink, Breakfast
Club, or also Usual Suspects,
Crash, and Love Actually. It
would be a five movie
marathon.

TJ: Sweeney Todd for
unspeakable reasons.

ML: Atonement because of
James McAvoy.

JH: Forgetting Sarah
Marshall. Russell Brand
who plays Aldus Snow is
absolutely hilarious.

If the whole world were
listening, what would you
say?

BB: Hi my name is Beth
Boyle and I am a bigger
star than Uju Nwankwo.

TJ: No ceilings!

ML: If  you have more
reasons to be happy then
unhappy, act like it.

JH:  Please stop
eavesdropping. I have nothing
important to say to any of you.

If you could ask God one
question, what would it be?

TJ: Where’s Tupac?

ML:  Why?

JH: How/why is John Clayton a
senior NFL writer and
commentator on ESPN?

If you could have only
one food for the rest of
your life (assuming that
this strange situation
would not affect your
health), which food
would you choose?

BB: Ice Cream.

TJ: Mangos.

ML: Carmel Apples.

JH: KFC Honey BBQ Chicken
Wings.

If you could hear what someone
was thinking for a day, who
would you choose and why?

BB: Probably my dog. I’d want
to know why she is so angry all
the time! She growls at
everyone.

TJ: Dr. Luddy because I’m sure
he thinks about things normal
humans would never
understand.

ML: Nate LP. I’d love to know
the things he doesn’t say aloud.

JH: Kelsey Sumple. I would
like to know what’s going on
behind those eyes…

What is your greatest ambition
in life?

BB: To be happy, though I
would also love to be an anchor
on the Today Show.

TJ: To shoot for Getty Images.

ML: I want to be
incandescently happy.

JH: To enjoy life and not to
worry too much.

Who is your hero, and why?

BB: My dad. He was a good,
honest, hard-working man who
was a devoted father and
husband. He embodied all of
the qualities that I hope to have
one day.

TJ: My Mom because she is the
most “awesomest” person in the
whole wide world.

ML: Margaret Fuller for her
diverse knowledge.

JH: Gershawn Richam-Odoi…
he’s All-State.

If you could live anywhere in
the world, where would you
live?

BB: On a beach, in a nice
waterfront home.

TJ: Australia.

ML: Washington D.C.

JH: West Hartford.

If you could manage
any professional
sports team, what
team would you
choose?

BB: Whalers- Bring
them back to the
Rising Star!

TJ: US Women’s
Olympic
Gymnastics Team.

JH: The Dallas
Cowboys.

What would be the title of your
autobiography?

BB: Casey or Boyle?

TJ: Trenton Jackson: Gotta Go
With What You Feel.

JH: Running Late.

What magazine do you always
look forward to getting in the
mail?

BB: People.

TJ: Northwest Catholic Logos.

ML: The New Yorker.

JH: Highlights for Children.
The puzzles are just so fun!

What random fact are you
most proud to know?

BB: 111,111,111 x
111,111,111 =
12,345,678,987,654,321

TJ: An elephant is the only
animal that can’t jump.

ML: The Spanish Steps in Italy
are actually French.

JH: Mary Frailey has a weird
obsession with feet.
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By Elizabeth Allen

Every year thousands of girls
participate in beauty pageants at
all levels: state, national, and
international. Many people have
misconceptions of the rationale
for these pageants. They believe
that the focus of these pageants is
the physical beauty of  women. In
reality, beauty pageants were
developed to provide
opportunities for young women
to receive scholarships in order to
achieve their academic goals. The
Miss America Organization is the
nation’s leading achievement
program and the world’s largest
provider of scholarship
assistance for women. Each year,
the Miss America Organization
makes available more than $45
million of  tuition scholarship.
According to Kelley Cash, Miss
America of 1987, “I did lots of
things. I was a pianist, but not
quite good enough to get a music
scholarship; an athlete, but I
didn’t play a varsity sport; smart,
but not smart enough to get an
academic scholarship. So
competing in the Miss America
program was an opportunity to
get a scholarship for school.”
Without organizations like this,
many talented women would not
be able to achieve their goals.
Beauty pageants were also
developed to promote community
service. The Miss America
Organization founded the idea
that each contestant is required to

choose an issue that she cares
about and is important to society.
All titleholders use their
prominence to voice their
opinions about their platform
issues to the media. Since 1989,
Miss America winners have
appeared at thousands of public
speaking events to generate
awareness for a variety of issues
including homelessness and
domestic violence. Another role
for beauty pageants is the self-
development of  the contestants.
They teach the women poise,
manners, and interview skills.  As
a result, participants gain self-
confidence. Beauty contests also
provide an opportunity to travel.
Former Miss Pennsylvania,
Stephanie Fallat, said she visited
many parts of  the state, which she
would not have otherwise seen.
The purpose of many beauty
contests is to recognize the
qualities that define women. The
Miss World contest centers on
celebrating the integrity, and
personality of women. These
contests, therefore, also help us all
appreciate women’s abilities.
Beauty pageants are not
competitions centered on
physical beauty, but rather inner
beauty. The pageant is a
celebration of their diverse
talents, intelligence, and
commitment to society. This is the
reason that these women have
been nominated to represent their
city, state, or country and why it is
important for them to continue.

By Nate Lombard Poirot

Perhaps the most successful
movie to hit theaters since Titanic,
Avatar, an action packed film
directed by James Cameron, blew
away box offices on December 16,
2009. Avatar set the bar for future
movie entertainment. Combining
an array of  special effects, viewers
were left craving more. The movie
takes place on a foreign planet
called Pandora. As a twist, human
beings are portrayed as the
“aliens” invading the planet to
obtain a substance ironically
named unobtainium. Various ex-
military mercenaries are hired and
shipped off  to Pandora to protect
and serve the investment of the
extraction mission. The humans
are not the only intelligent beings
on the planet however. Faced with
the conflict of a humanoid species
called the Na’vi, the humans
devised an “avatar” program, for
which the movie is titled. The
concept implies that by artificially
growing the alien species with the
cloned DNA of an individual
human, a human could use the
Na’vi body as an avatar to
venture out into the hostile
environment of Pandora and
communicate with the native
species. Jake Sully, a maimed ex-
soldier, is offered the avatar of  his
dead brother who was killed in a
dispute prior to the time period
of  the movie. Since he and his
twin brother share the same
DNA, Jake is the only person
who can operate his avatar. Jake
accepts and begins working for
both the investment company
and the scientific sect of the
Pandora mission. Ultimately Jake
falls in love with the Na’vi way of
life and begins to experience

strong feelings of inner conflict
over loyalties to his own species.
Jake chooses to side with the
Na’vi, leading an epic battle
against the humans, bringing
peace back to the planet of
Pandora. Avatar addresses
timeless issues of diplomacy and
equality while uniquely spinning
the perspective. In this movie,
humans are the aliens, invading a
primitive species, allowing the
audience to see the corruption of
greed. The new perspective offers
a new understanding of
coexistence. Too many times,
humans are portrayed as the least
technologically advanced in alien
movies, evoking feelings of  hate
towards the aliens. By rotating
the perspective however,
Cameron forces the audience to
see that regardless of the species,
invasion is a self-given right. Just
because the potential for power is
there does not mean that control
should be given. Cameron not
only created a new world, but an
entirely self sustaining ecosystem.
Each of the various species
created for the film molds
beautifully with the environment,
showing deep thought and
insight in the fields of research.
Similar to the internet, each
individual species has the ability
to link up with its environment,
thus creating an intricate setting.
Since over eighty percent of the
film was computer generated, the
process of creating an entirely
new world took over four years.
The end result speaks for itself
however, leaving the viewer with
an incredible experience of
excitement and awe. If  you have
yet to see this phenomenal movie,
be sure to pick it up when it
comes out in stores.

Point-Counterpoint: Do Beauty Pageants Degrade Their Contestants?

Avatar Wows Audiences in 3-D

Point: Pageants Display a False Image of Girls Cntrpnt: Pageants Must Stay

Major Power Plant Explosion Shakes Connecticut

A woman wins a beauty pageant.
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The Kleen Energy Plant explodes
on a quiet sunday in February 2010.
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By Cara Ledwidge

Beauty pageants have become
widely popular over the years.
They began in 1921, when the
first Miss America Pageant was
held in order to lure tourists to
stay in Atlantic City past Labor
Day. The tournament was solely
based upon who looked the best
in a swimsuit. This tradition
continued until 1948 when the
director of the pageant decided to
have the women crowned in an
evening gown and judged in five
categories. To be able to qualify
for the contest, you must have an
interview with the judging panel.
Scholarship money is offered to
the winner, but it seems that to
get the scholarship money, one
has to look attractive in a
swimsuit. Most would wonder
what looking good in a swimsuit
has to do with deserving financial
aid. Fifteen percent of a
contestant’s score goes toward
lifestyle and fitness. As the ladies
move to the final round, the
swimsuit category accounts for
twenty percent. The Miss America
Pageant justifies this category by
claiming that it shows how well
the women take care of their
bodies, but there still seems to be
no correlation to the “elegance
and poise” that the judges look
for. The evening wear category is
twenty percent of the score. When
wearing the dresses, the women
must show the grace of  a lady.
The talent portion is thirty-five

percent of the total score. The
value of this category decreases in
the final round. These talents are
admirable and merit the amount
of percent scoring that they are
given.  The next portion is the on-

stage question. The on-stage
questions are only worth five
percent in the preliminary rounds.
This category is one of two that
allows the ladies to express their
opinions, but their opportunities
are limited due to a quick time
period within which they have to
answer. By only allowing a short
time, it is questionable as to
whether the judges know which
contestant most deserves the prize
money. If  the pageant is meant to
award money for education and
publicity to make a difference in
the world, there seems to be no
need for a swimsuit element at all.
Academics and morals are not
connected to a judge’s view of
beauty. Sophomore Megan Baker
expresses her opinion by saying,
“I think it is nice that the
organizations that run the beauty

pageants give the winners
scholarship money and promote
community service, but the
concept of being judged on your
looks is a bit shallow.” Children
should have idols who are
rewarded for what they do, which
is only half of what beauty
pageants represent. Sophomore
Marissa Dibella says, “I think
children should be encouraged to
do well in things like sports, art,
and school, and not worry about
things like how good they look in
swimsuits.” This statement reflects
what a child should admire, and
gives them the drive to become
successful. Sports stars, artists,
and academic geniuses all became
successful through hard work,
but beauty pageant winners are
successful by the standards of
society. Some young women,
while watching these pageants,
feel that they are not pretty
enough and take extreme
measures in order to get “that”
body and “that” hair, just so they
feel beautiful. A sophomore states
that, “Beauty pageants make
young women and girls feel
insecure about themselves because
they believe that that is beauty,
but in fact it is false beauty. Tan,
blonde, tall, skinny, and big hair
is not beauty, it is fake!” These
pageants take away from what it
means to be truly beautiful, which
is not based upon looks, but on
the way a woman uses her skills
to help others and make a
difference in the world.

By Allie Lamari

On Super Bowl Sunday,
February 7th, 2010, television was
not completely preoccupied with
the NFL stars of  the day. There
was breaking news around 11:15
a.m. that rapidly spread across
the globe about an explosion that
occurred at the Kleen Energy
plant on River Road in
Middletown, Connecticut. It was
a very strong explosion that killed
six workers and left as many as a
hundred people injured.  In fact,
there have been reports from
residents along the Connecticut
Shore, as far as Mystic, who claim
they felt a tremble at the time of
the explosion. The force of the
explosion threw people thirty to
forty feet in the air. One side of
the building collapsed and there
were several large pieces of metal
that became airborne and created
a large hazard for any workers
who might have been alive and
trapped in the building.  St.
Francis and Yale-New Haven
Hospital were placed into disaster
response mode and were ready to
take in any injured victims.
Hospitals from surrounding
states were also willing to offer
aid.  Search and rescue teams
spent a day searching for possible
survivors in the rubble and by
Monday evening they were fairly
certain there was no one left in
the building. The first thought
that came to the minds of many
people across the country as the
news spread was “Could it
possibly be another terrorist
attack?” However, it was
confirmed that the explosion,
described as feeling like a “sonic
boom,” did not have anything to
do with terrorists. The Kleen

Energy plant was still in the
process of undergoing
construction. It was going to be a
620-megawatt plant that created
energy primarily out of burning
natural gas and was to be in
operation by mid-2010. It had the
potential to provide up to 620,000
homes with electricity. The Kleen
Energy plant construction was
one of the largest power plant

construction projects the
Northeast has ever seen.  At the
time of the explosion, workers
were performing the crucial task
of purging the gas line which
indicates that the plant’s
construction was nearly complete.
Purging the gas lines has in the
past led to fatal accidents so it is
believed that this was most likely
the cause of the explosion.  Such
a large explosion can be caused
by leaving an air bubble in the gas
lines which would lead to a gas
leak fire.  State and town officials
had received a notification that
there would be tests being
performed at the plant on the day
of February 7th, so, when they

received the report of the
explosion, they did not know if
they should respond to it or if it
was just part of the test.
However, they did send out
officers to check out the scene
and it was a good thing they did.
Connecticut residents were also
wondering if the shaking they felt
could have possibly been an
earthquake, especially since the
Haiti earthquakes had happened
just prior to February 7th and
were still resting in the back of
the minds of people all over the
world. In addition to sending
assistance to Haiti, Connecticut
now had to consider how to
provide relief to the survivors of
the explosion and to the families
of those who died. Burial services
were arranged shortly after the
accidents in order to
commemorate the six people who
passed away in the explosion.
News of the Middletown
explosion spread across the state
of Connecticut very rapidly and
also reached across seas to
various countries even before
some local people heard about it.
Many people with relatives in
Italy received very worried phone
calls from their Italian family
members to make certain that
everyone was safe. The Kleen
Energy plant explosion made big
news. This explosion was a huge
wakeup call for workers all over
the country who need to be aware
of the fatal dangers they face in
their daily lives. There is a long
way to go in improving safety. As
the New Orleans Saints pulled in
the championship, there were
several Connecticut families who
sat in mourning and disbelief at
how such an unexpected disaster
could have occurred.
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Coach Mirabello Celebrates His 400th Win

Hockey Skates All the Way to Yale
By Nicholas Italia

Northwest Catholic’s boys’
hockey team consistently
dominated their competition
throughout the 2009-2010 winter
season. The Indians finished off
the regular season with a 14-3-3
record and the few losses of the
season ended up being very close
in score. One of  their three losses,
a 4-3 over-time nail-biter against
Wethersfield, could have gone
either way.
This shows how our Indians are
as good as any other team in the
state. A strong 3-2 win over
conference rival, East Catholic,
expressed the team’s intense
determination. That game could
have gone either way as well but
captains Zack Boorman, Matt
Rode, and Tim Waltman picked
their team up to bring home the
win.
The main goal of every sports
team in the state is to win the
tournament; there is nothing
different about the Northwest
Catholic hockey team. In the eyes
of  each player, the tournament
win is not far away and is
undoubtedly attainable in future
years. Northwest was ranked
fourth in the Division III bracket
this year. Nothing is impossible
for the Indians, who have
defeated teams all season who are
supposedly better than they are.
The Indians have a rock-solid
defense led by senior captain
goalkeeper, Tim Waltman. They
go up through the middle with
outstanding senior captain, Zack
Boorman. Topping off  the squad
are goal scoring machines senior
captain Matt Rode and junior
Taylor Waybright, who seem to
put the “biscuit in the basket”
every time they are on the ice. The
classic trio of Boorman, Rode,

and Waybright is unstoppable in
the shooting area.
Huge wins over Norwich Free
Academy (6-0) and Hall-
Southington (6-1) showed the
team’s dominant offense in front
of  the goal. They were not shy in
front of the net, so to speak.
Even though the attack of this
team is so strong, they would be
nothing without the moral
support of  Northwest’s
notorious “Superfans.” Led by
senior Jason Moore, the
Superfans come to nearly every
game supporting their team with
yells and cheers of “Ozzi Ozzi
Ozzi, Oi Oi Oi.” The Superfans
really boost the team’s spirit by
helping the players get that extra
burst of energy needed to finish
their opponents off.
The Northwest hockey team has
great chemistry. “We work really
well as a team and connect
together,” said Captain Zack
Boorman. Their ability to pass is
phenomenal, and their technique
and ability is close to the best
Northwest has ever seen. All three
captains hoped that this year
would be the year that they win,
getting revenge for the semi-final
loss last year.
With the rank of fourth seed
going into this tournament, they
earned a bye in the first round.
The second round was a tough
game against Newington-Berlin.
Even though the Indians
managed a win, it was a very
good game against a very talented
team. “This [year’s] is the best
team of [my] four years of being
here,” stated Captain Zack
Boorman. Although the team was
defeated in a tough State Semi-
Final game against Guilford, the
season was a successful one that
will be remembered as incredible
for years to come.

By Rob Kunkel

The Northwest Catholic Boys
Basketball team finished off a
successful first season in the
Central Connecticut Conference.
Captains Tom Bourdon ’10,
Julian Harris ’10, Jordan Lewis
’10, and Taylor Ramos ’10 led the
Indians to a 17 – 3 regular season
record and won the CCC
Western Division Championship.
The season was filled with many
impressive accomplishments by
the team which included Julian
Harris becoming a 1,000 point
scorer on February 19th at
Windsor High School. Another
high note of the season was
Coach John Mirabello reaching
his 400th win. After a successful
regular season, the Boys
Basketball team went into the
CCC Tournament with
confidence. They made it all the
way to the CCC Championship
game where they played
Bloomfield at Bulkeley High
School in Harford. After a hard
fought game and a near
comeback victory, the Indians fell
just short with a final score of 84
– 78. After this very successful
run in the Central Connecticut
Conference Tournament, the
boys’ basketball team and Coach
John Mirabello looked toward
the Class L State Tournament,
hoping to improve on an already
successful season. Players such as
seniors Julian Harris and Jordan

Lewis, junior J.C. Carr,
sophomore Tyler Huffman, and
freshman Kuran Iverson made
the excellent state tournament run
possible. The Indians, the No. 6
seed, started off strong in the first
round of the Class L State
Tournament, defeating Notre
Dame-Fairfield, the No. 27 seed, 
by a score of 83 – 58 at
Northwest. In the second round,
the Indians faced off against
Bassick High School, No. 11 seed,
and won with a final score of 82 –
70.  Northwest came up against a
tough Bristol Eastern, the No. 3
seed, in the Quarterfinals of the
State Tournament in what turned
out to be an excruciatingly close
game. Northwest was down five
points at the half, and with one
minute left, Bristol Eastern had a
ten point advantage. With just
nine seconds remaining, the
Indians had narrowed the gap to
just one point. The Belly of the
Beast, which was out in full force
in the New Britain gymnasium,
was the loudest in the history of
NWC basketball. But despite the
incredible atmosphere, in the end,
victory slipped through the
Indians’ fingers with a final score
of 79 – 78, but the effort put
forth by the Indians was nothing
short of amazing. The boys can
take pride in a very strong and
successful season, finishing with a
record of 22 – 5.  
Congratulations Indians! It was
an exciting 2010 season!

Basketball Finds Victories

Unified Sports To Enjoy A Second Season at Northwest
By Joe McAndrews

In March of 2009, a new sport
came to the gym of Northwest
Catholic. However, instead of
drawing fans from far and wide
hoping to see slam dunks, spikes,
and slap shots, this new sport
attracted a different fan base.
Headed by Mr. Martorelli, Mr.
Mirabello, and Ms. Puskarz, the
Unified Sports team is a
cooperative program designed to

unite children with intellectual
disabilities with high school
students without intellectual
disabilities through sports. The
goal is to get everyone involved
and having fun in a safe, friendly
environment. What better place
for that than Northwest
Catholic?
Every Wednesday after school,
from March until late May,
students from the Intensive
Education Academy on Main
Street in West Hartford make the
short trip to Northwest
Catholic’s Johnson Gymnasium.
Here, they come together with

Northwest Students to form a
Volleyball Team. Since IEA
students as well as NWC students
have different amounts of
experience with volleyball, both
groups of students learn the
game together. The fundamentals
of serving, bumping, and setting
are the focus of each and every
practice. Spiking, fortunately for
all, is not allowed.
According to NWC senior Jack
Murphy, “I really enjoy helping

the IEA kids. It’s a great feeling.
Without the Unified Sports
Program, many of these students
would never know how much fun
sports can be.” This fun comes to
its climax in late May when the
team goes to a statewide
competition. Here, they meet
other Unified teams and have a
day filled with contest and
camaraderie. Sarah Wizner ’10
said “It feels like you are on a real
high school varsity sports team. I
feel the same energy in the bus to
the Unified competition as I do
when I ride to a swim meet.”
Despite the fierce rivalry, at the

end of the competition everyone
goes home with a medal because
everyone truly is a winner. Each
participant has achieved
something special. What may
seem like a few hours of kindness
and community service is actually
a life changing and forever
memorable event for the students
at IEA. This fact is not lost on the
Northwest participants. By the
end of the season, many
friendships have formed among
the athletes, regardless of  school
or disability. Mrs. Adamo, the
school nurse at NWC, who helps
supervise and safeguard the
Unified team while they play,
stated, “It’s interesting to watch
the interaction between the
Northwest students and the IEA
students. I often wonder who
benefits more. Both groups learn
so much from one another.”
Although many, if  not most
people, do not know about the
Unified Sports program at
Northwest, it is being embraced
by many of  our varsity athletes.
Senior athlete Mike Deneen said,
“Unified Sports is a refreshing
change from the traditional
sports season at Northwest. I
think that every participant had a
lot of fun playing volleyball last
spring. I am looking forward to
another great 2010 season.” So if
you are in need of something to
do that is not only exciting but
also rewarding, come participate
in Unified Sports. There are many
opportunities to help those less
fortunate, including a Unified
Theater program in the near
future. When asked what he
would take away from his Unified
Sports experience, Murphy ’10
said, “It makes me realize how
truly blessed I am. Many people
take their vitality for granted. The
best way to give thanks is to
share your blessings with others.”

By Leanne Oleasz

Boys’ varsity basketball head
coach, John Mirabello, is no
stranger to Northwest Catholic’s
basketball court. He has been
coaching at Northwest for the
past 23 years. For two decades
every one of his teams has
qualified for post season play, but
this season, he has reached an
even more prominent
achievement… his 400th career
win. When assistant coach and
athletic director Joshua Reese
learned this news, he felt nothing
but pure happiness. “This could
not have happened to a better
person and friend. He deserves
this more than anyone I know.
Anyone who has had him as a
coach, teacher, colleague, or friend
would echo the same statements,”
Reese said. Recognized as one of
the best coaches and teachers of
the game, Coach Mirabello has
yet to reach the peak of his
success. “I could see Coach
hanging several more
Championships and winning
another 400 games before it all
comes to an end,” Reese said.
Coach Mirabello has worked
tirelessly to form a strong,
bonded, talented team that
Northwest Catholic is proud of.
Although he has reached 400
wins, his hard work does not
stop there. He continues to bring
only his best to the court each
and every practice and game and

is a wonderful role model for all
of  his players. He has been an
inspiration to many and has
helped every one of his players
become the best that they can be.
“His total wins though will not

even come close to the number of
lives he has touched over the
years,” Reese said. From t-shirts
to posters, many students at
Northwest have heralded Coach
Mirabello’s successes. Teachers
also proudly wear “Mirabello’s
Magic T-shirts” as a sign of his
amazing career. These actions
truly emphasize what a
remarkable impact Coach
Mirabello has had on the entire
school.
Coach Mirabello feels that the
time he has spent with the players
is what truly has made his career

successful. “I have been blessed
with loyal coaches as well as
terrific players,” he said. “The
administration here has always
been behind us and the support
from the community is
remarkable. Our fans are the
best!” When asked what the best
part of  reaching 400 wins was,
Coach replied saying, “Sharing it
with my coaches, present as well
as former players, and my family.
Also, it is a mark of consistency.”
Is it truly magic that has helped
Coach Mirabello reach 400 wins?
Coach Reese believes that hard
work, faith, and spirituality are
definitely the driving forces
behind his success. Coach
Mirabello constantly strives to
learn more about the game. “He
wants to get better and is always
willing to learn new ways to
improve,” Reese commented. This
is the sign of a truly dedicated
coach. “My hope is that all of the
members of our team look back
over the course of this year and
have learned how special it is to
have John Mirabello as their
coach and how much of an
honor it is to play at this
institution,” Reese said. Coach
Mirabello feels that his career at
Northwest has truly been a
rewarding experience, and looks
forward to many more quality
years ahead. We couldn’t agree
with him more. Best of  luck in
future seasons and
congratulations x 400!
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Senior Unified Sports Leader Jack Murphy holds up a poster that IEA
students Ryan and Alex made for their Northwest teammates last May.

Coach Mirabello poses with his
children after receiving a ball

commemorating his 400th win.
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Superb Girls’ Basketball Team Works Their Way to #1 In Connecticut

Northwest Track Enjoys A Season Full of Success

By John Healey

As the Northwest Girls’ Varsity
Basketball Team heads into the
CIAC Class L State Tournament
beginning on March 1st, the
players are riding a huge wave of
confidence—and they should be.
Behind the leadership and
experience of the four senior
captains, Jenniqua Bailey, Faith
Gilbert, Allison Mullings, and
Uju Nwankwo, as well as
senior Mary Frailey, the
girls recently capped off a
perfect 20-0 regular
season record by winning
the Central Connecticut
Conference Tournament.
The first year in a new
conference can often be a
difficult transition to
make, but the girls made
it look easy as they took
clear control of the CCC
West from day one. The
team’s winning streak began with
a resounding 68-37 victory
against conference opponent
Simsbury. After five more quick
wins, the girls boasted a 6-0
record and had just won the
Avon Holiday Tournament, with
Bailey being named the
Tournament MVP and Mullings
and Nwankwo earning selections
to the All-Tournament Team.
This set the stage for the number
two-ranked girls’ game, against
also undefeated and top-ranked
Berlin, on January 2nd, one of the
biggest contests of the season.
The team’s “Grit, Grind”
mentality was on display in front
of an enthusiastic home crowd,
as the girls created turnovers and
hustled after loose balls in a

defensive battle that resulted in a
38-28 win over the Redcoats. This
exciting win catapulted the girls to
the number one-ranking in the
state.
The team then added to its
impressive winning streak with
blowout victories over New
Britain, Southington, Conard,
Simsbury, Newington, Tolland,
and Hall. The girls’ smallest
margin of victory between their

game against Berlin and the CCC
Tournament was 11 points
against Farmington, a statistic
that reveals the dominating
nature of the squad. Faith
Gilbert, a guard who has
scorched her opponents from
beyond the three-point arc this
season, attributes the team’s
undefeated record to its
“defensive intensity.” Gilbert
explains, “We have a lot of
offensive talent, but like every
team, we have our off  nights, so
our backbone has definitely been
our defense.” Another crucial
element to the team’s success has
been the superior coaching of
Head Coach Karl Herbert. All
season long, Coach Herbert has
worked the girls as hard as

possible, making sure to draw
every last ounce of potential and
hard work out of them. A strong
believer in intense practices in
which game-like situations are
simulated, Coach Herbert has
pushed the team to “unleash its
full potential,” according to
Mullings, the team’s talented
shooting guard. Mullings recalls,
“Coach Karl never let up on us.
When we did well he told us we

could do better.” She also
says that his high hopes for
the team have been
unwavering, even when
others have doubted the elite
caliber of the team.
Each of the five seniors
knows her individual role,
and when the five of them
play smart, team basketball,
the effect is quite powerful.
Bailey, the point guard, is
the heart and soul of the
team, creating easy scoring

opportunities for herself and her
teammates by playing tough
defense and causing turnovers.
She has also solidified herself as
one of the all-time great female
basketball players at Northwest,
recently joining an exclusive club
when she scored her 1,000th career
point against Conard at Conard
High School on February 12th.
Mullings and Gilbert are both
dangerous offensive threats, as
each of  them is capable of
creating her own shot or taking
the ball to the basket off the
dribble. Frailey plays an equally
important role on the team, doing
a little bit of everything and
especially excelling on the
defensive end of  the floor.
Nwankwo is the team’s

dominating inside threat, and she
makes her presence felt by both
scoring in the paint on offense
and rejecting her opponents’ shot
attempts on defense. The five
seniors are all great friends, and
Bailey points out that the fondest
memory she will take away from
this season is the bond that they
have developed both on and off
the court. When asked what it is
like to be a captain on this team,
Nwankwo explains, “It’s great.
Everyone on the team really loves

basketball, and it’s really easy to
be a leader on a team like that.”
Although these five seniors get a
large amount of  playing time,
juniors Erin Drusedum,
Antonina Feola, and Amanda
Tronchin, and freshmen Alyssa
Reaves and Meg Schuppe have
also contributed to the team’s
success.
After defeating Tolland and
Manchester in the CCC
Tournament, the girls earned a

chance to play E. O. Smith, the
only other undefeated team in the
state, for the league
championship. On February 24th,
the Indians took the court with a
disciplined and fundamentally
sound E. O. Smith team at New
Britain High School in what was
being called the “Battle of the
Unbeatens.” The seniors rose to
the occasion and came out
against the Panthers with heavy
pressure, causing turnover after
turnover and jumping out to an
incredible 16-2 lead midway
through the second quarter. Late
in the third quarter, the Panthers
cut the Indians’ lead to 5, and
then to 4 with 1:39 left in the
game, but the five seniors from
Northwest would not let their
team come this far to lose in the
championship. Behind
Nwankwo’s 12 points, 11
rebounds, and 6 blocks, the girls
were able to hold off  their
opponent 41-34 and win the CCC
Tournament. The girls were
poised to enter the Class L State
Tournament with a full steam
ahead, and when asked whether
anything less than a state
championship victory would be
acceptable, the captains
responded with a unanimous and
emphatic “no.”
“We are a group of great players
that deserves and wants [to win]
the state championship, [but] we
won’t forget about the great
things that we have
accomplished.” The girls lost a
tough game to Hillhouse in the
quarterfinals of the state
tournament, ending the season
with an outstanding
unprecedented record of 25-1.

By Kate Molloy

Starting during the first week of
December, if  you are here after
school you will hear an
announcement telling you to clear
the halls for the indoor track
team, but running is not the only
track event. There are many
aspects of track such as throwing
and jumping that often times get
overlooked. These events are just
as important to the team as the
more popular running events. All

members of the team, throwers,
jumpers, and runners, work hard
all season to produce the best
results at state meets and maybe
break school records.  In this past
season members of  the team have
broken multiple records.  Eric
Kennedy, a sprinter broke the
school record for the 300 meter
(35.51 sec). Distance runner Nico
Greco also surpassed three
former school records, the 3000
meter (8:54.82), 3200 meter

(9:44.29), and the 2 mile (9:49.40).
Gus Haflin shattered the 600
meter school record with 1:26.93
sec time.  This year’s relay teams
were also very successful.  Brian
Poirier, Jack Peterson, Ryan
Geelan and Nico Greco broke the
4 by 800 relay record with a time
of  8:34. Alden Jasper, James
Benanti, Gus Haflin, and Brian
Poirier broke the SMR school
record with a time of 13:48.32.  At
the Class S championship the
boys came in 4th over all.  Trenton

Jackson came in 4th in the 55
meter dash. Eric Kennedy came in
1st for the 300 meter sprint and
25th for the long jump. Gus Haflin
came in 5th in the 600 meter.
Coming in 19th in the 1600 meter
run and 6th in the 3200 meter run
was Nico Greco. The 4 by 200
relay team came in first. The 4 by
800 relay team, Brian Poirier,
Ryan Geelan, Jack Peterson, and
Nico Greco came in third.  Alden
Jasper, Gus Haflin, James Benanti

and Brian Poirier came in 3rd for
the 1600 relay.  Chris Knight
came in eighth for shot put. The
boys track team came in sixth at
the CIAC state open
championship.   Coming in eighth
was the 1600 meter relay team
Alden Jasper, Gus Haflin, James
Benanti and Brian Poirier,
breaking the school record.
Senior Eric Kennedy came in
third for the 300 meter dash. The
4 by 200 meter relay team, Alden
Jasper, Trenton Jackson, Ryan
Siegel, and Eric Kennedy, won
first and proceeded to New
Englands where they won third.
Last year they made it to
nationals and it was their goal
from the beginning of the season
to go again. They worked hard
and never lost sight of what they
wanted. They competed in
nationals on March 13th. Their
year round hard work resulted in
ninth place at the national meet
and a new school record of
1:31.83. They did a wonderful job
of working hard and following
through with their goals.  Nico
Greco ran a National qualifying
time at the Yale invitational. He
ran the 2 mile at Nike nationals
and was the CCC champion.
From December to March,
captains Nico Greco, Trenton
Jackson and Eric Kennedy lead
the team to spectacular success.
Coaches Jeff Przech, Danielle
Belliveau and Pat Williamson are
very proud of  this remarkable
season, and the effort that the
whole team gave throughout, but
especially of  the seniors who have
worked hard for four years.

By Michael Laffin

As spring nears, another very
successful Northwest Catholic
swim season comes to a close.
This year’s team was led by senior
captains Ryan Thompson, Kelsey
Sumple, Michael Deneen, and
Taylor Fusco-Ruiz. These four
seniors, along with the help of
many other notable Northwest
Catholic swimmers, were able to

attain a solid record of 7-6. When
asked what led to such a
successful season, Ryan
Thompson said that, “Our
season was very successful due
directly to the efforts put in by
the swimmers noted above and by
the rest of the team. Everyone
worked together very well,
creating a very effective swimming
squad.” Over the course of the
season, the team out-swam rivals
such as Southington, Granby,
and Suffield. After a victory

against Southington in the last
regular season meet, several
members of the swim team
continued into the later stages of
the season, such as the CCC West
Conference Meet and the Splash
Invitational. At the Splash
Invitational, the Northwest Girls
Swim Team, led by freshman
Gracie Kunkel, did exceptionally
well. The team placed second
overall in the competition. Strong
swimmers for the Indians were
Kelsey Sumple ’10, Kaitlyn
Cannone ’10, Hannah Scobee ’12,
and Gracie Kunkel ’13, all of
whom received medals in their
respective events. At the CCC
West Conference Meet, several
Northwest swimmers also had
astounding performances. Several
of the members of the swim team
reached the accomplishment of
advancing to the State Trials as
well. At the State Trials, swimmers
such as Robby Kunkel ’11, Ryan
Thompson ’10, Kelsey Sumple
’10, Sam Hug ’12, Hannah Scobee
’12, and Gracie Kunkel ’13 swam
exceptionally well. The State
Finals were held on March 16th at
Wesleyan University in
Middletown from which Robby
Kunkel ’11 will advance to
nationals. The Indians set a very
solid foundation for both the
later stages of this season and for
future seasons. The potential of
young talent is one of  the team’s
strongest qualities. At the end of
this season, the Northwest
Catholic Swim Team appears to
be swimming better than ever,
and will definitely have a great
deal of  success in the future.

The seniors accept the CCC Championship plaque.

Sarah Wizner prepares to swim.
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Northwest’s legendary 4 by 200 relay members display their medals.
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defensive form.
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Athlete of the Season: Kelsey Sumple
By Joe McAndrews

Kelsey Sumple, captain of  the
NWC Swim and Dive Team, has
been swimming in her home town
of Windsor since she was very
young. Her parents encouraged
her natural love for the water and
signed her up for the Windsor
United States Swimming Team
when she was twelve years old.
She has been competing ever
since.

Do you do other sports or do you
focus primarily on swimming? In
the off-season, do you swim for a
club?

No, now I basically only have
swimming to focus on. It hasn’t
always been that way, I’ve played
many sports growing up, but I
was either not good at them, or I
just grew out of liking them. I
swim for the Windsor USS team
year round.

Northwest has a co-ed swim team,
how is it competing with boys?

Competing in meets with the boys
is the toughest aspect of this

season; it can be intimidating to
some, but the hardest part is
having to make cut off  times that
were made to apply only to boys.
However, competing in practice
with the boys on our team is not
only helpful to all, but it puts an
interesting twist on the sport.

If you could sum up your NWC
swimming experience in one word,
what would it be and why?

Determined. For four years the
class of 2010 has worked towards
the goal of being better swimmers
and better athletes. I think as a
group we all decided to work
hard, and try to accomplish that.
Looking back on the last four
years, I see a lot of improvment.

Swimming requires a lot of self
discipline; how do you keep
yourself motivated?

I think the team itself provides a
lot of strength and support for
each other when we need it most.
All season long, you have
conferences and states in the back
of your mind pushing you to do
your best now so that it pays off
in best times later.

What was your most memorable
moment in your NWC swimming
career?

Well, senior night was memorable
since I’ve been swimming with
some of the 13 other seniors for
four years now and we’ve all
grown a lot in and out of the
pool. I would also say that
getting second place at the Splash
Classic Meet (championship meet
only for girls that swim boys
season) out of 22 teams was a
huge deal for me; I was so proud
to see our underclassmen
contribute this year. Not only did
we get second overall but I had
the chance to be on two of the
winning relays. It was great.
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By Kate Molloy

Lead by four-year varsity athletes
and now captains Nia Harris and
Kelsey Marakovits, the Girls’
Indoor Track Team had a very
successful winter season. They
started their rigorous training in
December and pushed all the way

through March. By any
standards, this was a long and
arduous season. However,
because of the dedication of the
team to proactive stretching and
proper preparation, injuries are
prevented before they become a
serious problem. This is key to
completing a season as long as
indoor track. Everyone on the
team had a great season. They
worked hard throughout the
entire season and their work
really paid off. This year the girls’
indoor track team competed in
many meets. Members of  the
track team not only compete with
opposing teams, but with
themselves, trying to do better
every time in their event. The
clock is sometimes their greatest
friend but can also be their
greatest enemy. The girls’ indoor
track team is always improving
and working hard to achieve their
best. They never stop training
and pushing themselves to do
better and achieve their best.
Whether it be the long outdoor
runs in the cold, or sprinting
through the empty halls in the

evening, the track team is always
giving 100%. The girls did very
well at the Class S
Championships and at the CIAC
state open meet. All around it was
a very successful season for all
athletes in all grades. In the class
S championship, meet the girls
did very well, with the team
finishing third overall. Freshman
Sarah Gillespie ran very well,
breaking the 1000 meter school
record with a time of 3:12.13 and
coming in first as state champion.
Also breaking a record this year
was Christine Smith; she broke
the 600 meter record with a time
of  1:07.07. Jenna Jordano came in
eleventh in the 300 meter dash. In
the 600 meter race Christine
Smith came in tenth and
sophomore Megan Baker came in
eleventh. The 4 by 200 relay team

Girls’ Track Races to Success
of  Nia Harris, Gabrielle
Giangreco, Emily Janusko and
Jenna Jordano came in tenth.
Megan Baker, Elizabeth Allen,
Jenna Jordano, and Christine
Smith worked hard together and
came in second for the 4 by 400
relay. Coming in eighth in the 4
by 800 relay was Kelly Yorio, Ali

Denton, Sarah Visintainer and
Elizabeth Lathrop. “The
underclassmen really stepped up
when we needed them most. They
provided crucial points for us in
tight meets. Without the
underclasses, the season would
not have been as nearly
successful,” stated an enthuiastic
Marakovits. The relay team of
Nia Harris, Gabrielle Giangreco,
Emily Janusko and Jenna
Jordano, also came in fourth for
the 1600 medley relay. The girls
indoor shot-put team was very
successful at the Class S
championship as well. Melissa
Martucci came in seventh, Camille
Charles came in fourth and
captain Kelsey Marakovits came
in second. “It was a really great
season for the throwers,” said
Marakovits. “All the hard work
we do in the weight room and in
the gym showed in competition. I
give a lot of credit to the coaching
staff.” Like the poster in the
weightroom says, “There is no
substitute for strength and no
excuse for lack of it.” Luckily, the
girls do not need any excuses. In

the CIAC state open meet the
girls’ indoor track team did
very well. They came in thirty-
first over all. Sarah Gillespie
came in ninth in the 1000
meter race. This was her first
state open meet and she
performed very well. Meg
Baker, Jenna Jordano,
Elizabeth Allen, and Christine
Smith placed thirteenth for
the 4 by 400 meter relay. In
shot-put, Kelsey Marakovits

came in sixteenth.
All around the girls indoor track
team had a great winter season.
They worked hard and every
member of the team pushed
themselves to reach their full
potential. The girls competed to
their best ability in all of  their
events and their hard work paid
off. This was an indisputably
wonderful season and a great
accomplishment for the girls
indoor track team. Coach Przech,
Coach Belliveau and Coach
Williamson are extremely proud
of  this year’s Girls’ Indoor Track
season and have high hopes for
seasons to come. Look forward
to big things out of the
underclassmen as they mature
into senior leaders in a few short
seasons from now. With hard
work, they could win States.

Members of the girls’ track team pose for a photo between events.

Senior middle distance runner Gracie
Quinn focuses while she lines up for a

fast-paced start.

By Sam Frasco

The Northwest Catholic
cheerleading team enjoyed a
memorable season of  hard work
and school spirit. Game after
game, on the road and at home,
the squad continued to pump up
the crowd, often getting the Belly
of the Beast going with a much
need Choo Choo Train cheer. It is
remarkable how this cheer can get
the whole crowd on their feet
cheering along with the girls.The
girls filled the basketball season
with plenty of  pep.
This season, there were 27 total
cheerleaders, enough to form
both Varsity and JV squads.  The
large program allowed for plenty
of school spirit to be shared
among a variety of Northwest
Catholic sports. Varsity cheered
at all varsity Boys Basketball
games, and JV at all home JV
boys and varsity Girls Basketball
games. This spirit was a great
addition to the atmosphere of
the events and certainly helped
the teams to their respective
successes.
Led by senior captains Chelsea
Morelli, Virginia Brown, and
Kathryn Hagen, and senior
leaders Allison Davis, Kaydria
Pownall, Sequoya Patterson,
Gabriella Pabon, and Tiara Tyner,
the cheerleaders worked hard
throughout the winter season
with great unity. The seniors
especially have come together
during their four years on the
team, dedicating themselves to
becoming the best they could be
for the whole team. This
mentality infected the rest of the
squad, that has become a closely-
knit group. “We are more like a
family than a team, we love each
other, and we are always there for
each other,” says Chelsea Morelli.
The girls came together through
three fun team sleepovers and
several team outings. Not only
were the girls close with each
other, they were close with their
coaches, Tina Scoppetta and

Christine Michaud, who spend a
lot of time working with the
squad and helping them to
improve. The coaches are very
supportive of the team, but also
personally of the individuals on
the team. “They are always
pushing us to be the best we can
be in and outside of cheerleading.
The team practices six days a
week, including early before
school in the morning, and late
into the evening. Unless there is
an event, the team even practices
on Saturdays. This kind of

dedication to practice and
preparation will surely pay off in
competition. There are very few
teams around the state that
practice as hard as our NWC
cheerleaders. Many Saturdays
however, held a different activity
for our cheerleaders. This season,
the cheerleaders took part in four
competitions, bringing the
intensity of Indian pride along to
the spirited events that often last
for hours. The team meets at
Northwest at 6 in the morning to
board the bus, and does not
return until 4 in the afternoon. In
their second competition, Varsity
won both the Spirit and the Team
awards. Through tremendous
effort, the squad improved
themselves, and won 1st place at
the next competition, an
accomplishment that the entire
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community is proud of. JV also
competed in two competitions,
taking 2nd place in the first, and
the Spirit Award in their second.
With the early success of the JV
team, Northwest can look
forward to greatness in the
coming years of Indians
cheerleading.
The Belly of the Beast is especially
appreciative of the cheerleading
team and their inspiring efforts
throughout the season. The
squad’s spirited cheers were often
the highlight of  the games, and

their half time performances
always something to look
forward too. “The Belly of  the
Beast has a heart, and that heart
is the cheerleading team. They
consistantly get the belly
rumbling with their pep and
enthusiasm,” said vigorous NWC
supporter Joe McAndrews ’10.
Truly, whenever the Indians need
a pickup, the Cheerleading team
is there to offer a much needed
yell. The Northwest Catholic
community commends the girls
on their fantastic success and
their pride, and highly anticipates
the next season. Sports just feel
empty without them and the
beloved “Choo Choo Train” as
well as the “Green and White”
shout out. We will all just have to
wait until next fall when the girls
come back to cheer.

Cheerleaders’ Enthusiasm Uplifts Northwest

Senior Captain Kelsey Sumple pulls
up strong in the 200m breast stroke.
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Northwest’s Varsity Cheerleaders pump up the crowd at a basketball game.
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